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Ottawa County Times.
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN, OCTOBER

VOL. X1U.

IN THE
COUNTY.
Despite the rainstormon Saturday
evening the Ferris meeting was a
At the meeting of the Board of Sugreat success.The Kole block had been pervisors on Friday the committee on
secured for the evening and fully 750
roads, drains and ferries reported the
were crowded into the hall, while as Riverside Electricrailroad matter. The
many more were turned away unable commute recommended that the franto get in. William O. Van Eyck prechise be granted to the railroad comsided at the meeting and Judge Vernon
H. Smith of Ionia, candidate for con- pany as presented with the exception
of clause providing for the plank ing
gress, was the first speaker. He told
how the State League of Republican and maintaining of the bridge by the

NO. 42

‘28, 1904.

ENTHUSIASTIC FERRIS MEETING. NEW ELECTRIC ROAD

A Young

WINTER
CLOAKS

Man and

county.
clubs got out primary reform literature
The supervisors, however, inserted
and when it found the legislaturehad
passed no law, didn’t distributeit. He the provision that such grants were
read extracts and said it was the first given only as far as the board had
time he ever heard of one party get- jurisdiction.The matter of the time
You get invitations to
ting out campaign literaturefor an- limit given to the company for completing the road also came up for disWeddings, when other. He attacked the republican ma- cussion. The franchiseas orginally
chine for what he termed its arrogance
in putting in its state platform a state- drafted, provided that the work be
you do, step in and see what
ment that it wanted the state conven- commenced with in one year and eomtion kept for the Interests of the state i pleted in two years or as near as may
we have to show you in the
and party. He said he never heard of be. The board however,decided that
a
a conventionbasing its platform on it would be wiser to place a more
line of gifts we can suit you
definite time for the completion of the
its party’s needs. •
Judge Smith is an able man in every road and changed the wording so as to
well,
no matter what you wish to
way, and while not so flowery in his provide for the completion within three
talk as William Alden, his speeches years. Under these alterations the
are brought together through
paycontain more solid sense to the square franchise was unanimously granted.
The supervisors were all apparently the practical business trainInch than any that William ever delivered -or ever will be able to deliver. anxious to give the road a chance to
Mr. Ferris was the next speaker. In come through the county and desired ing given to young people
explaining his primary reform views to give it a reasonable right to cross
at the
he said:
the county farm and to build a bridge
“We ask for the direct nomination across the river at Bass River.
of all state officers from governor down
R. L. Williams, one of the promotto the lowest office, or if you choose, ers of the new road was here when
from the lowest office up to governor. the franchise was first presented and
er.
It has been hard these last four years j talked to the committee. In the townin Michigan to tell always which was Fhins where the road has already asked
up and which down.”
for a franchise,it binds itself to comHe went after his opponents who plete the construction in on*- year. Mr.
say Minnesotansare asking for a re- -williams announces that the capital
peal of their primary law. Political has ::11 been secured and the big con^ A !> 4 ’
\ 1 1
bosses are, of course, he said, but not struction company is ready to begin
the farmers or anybody but those in- operations as soon as the right of way
terested In keeping ihe old system. It
are all settled.— Tribune.
[ is not a perfect system, it is true, but matters
The people of Allendale are petithey want to keep and Improve it.
tioning the promoters of the new elec•I don’t claim to be a saint because
tric road to construct the same from
l I won’t ride on a pass," Mr. Ferris Grand Rapids to Jenison and thence
said in the connection, “though I want to Grand Haven, via Bauer, Pearline,
to say that the Republican platform Conger, Allendale.Bass River, Robinwill be pleased to send
t Rich ran on contained an anti-pass son
and Peach Plains. The county
plank almost identicalwith ours now. through which such a railway would be you our catalogue to prove
e
p We aren’t the only ones who have conconstructed is unexcelled for its rich this. It contains an interdemned the practice.’’
and prosperous farms. Thousands of
c
"In a party long in power professionbushels of fruit and grain are grown esting story of the success
al politiciansspring up. I care not in the town of Allendale alone. Grand
what party it may be, the circum- Rapids and Grand Haven are from li of scores of our successful
stances are always the same. As you
4
to 20 miles away. List summer in students, many of
are
A
well know, it is very seldom that the
Democrats climb into power, but when Allendale alone there were over 100 now holding positions that
acres of pickles and they had to be
they do manage to climb in and
do somethingfor the good of the coun- drawn ten miles to Coopersville.
pay as high as 8100
The finance committee of the board
try. give them credit for it; give them;
S.
| a little encouragement—so give them! of supervisors reported and gave the
per month.
credit for the Australian ballot system following os the list of salaries per
annum fixed for the county officers as The<: student who have come
Drug and Book Store £ which you now enjoy.
"I will have to be explicit tonight follows:Probate judge, $2,000; proto us from the country have
for my enemies have a habit of ques- bate clerk, $300; county treasurer,$1,tioning
statements and turning 200; county clerk, $1,000;prosecuting taken many of the best posithem upside down. They also have ac- attorney, $1,000; school commissioner,
were
quired the habit of looking over my $1,000.The report was approved by a tions, because
record. In this they are greatly dis- vote of 21 to 1. Supervisor Pruim votearnest,
energetic
of
appointedIf they expect to find any- ing no on roll call.
thing. for I have no record.
good moral character.
The Old Reliable Mover has taken
"What you want in a state officer is RAILROAD AND COUNCIL AGREED
ability;
you
want
a
man
who
Is
not
the
up the work of moving buildings
Zeeland. Oct. 21— At a joint meeting If yep spend the approachslave of a clique or a gang; his naAgain and is ready to do all kinds tionalitydiffers not nor does his class, of the common council and represen- ing printer
in this
tatives of the Grand Rapids, Holland
of building moving and machinery for I tell you there should be no class
& Chicago electricrailway last Fri- Sch
In this country. I would we might talk
business^. Citz. phone 244.
less about classes and more about day the council granted to the com- busi
pariy a five years’ freight franchise in
Residence, 150 east 14th St.
American citizens.”
concw.lon.Uaay
Mr,
loudly cheered at ffur,-.
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Winter Cloaks for the lady

Woman

that reads this ad. and also

as

her daughter. The style
of our garments seem to meet
the approval of the trade as
we are having a big trade on
them. New garments are added almost daily. During the
next week we shall show a big
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Stamped Doylies for

cent each
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Also 5 doz. stamped Tray Cloths
Center Pieces, at 10 cents
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and stamped
each.
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The part of the bankrupt stock that we bought
for almost a song is going with a rush, there are
still some good things left. It will be found in
our cloak room, as we do not wish to mix it in our

my

they

SIMON LIEVENSE

and

regular stock.

Come and

get some of the plums.

months

Ferris

dMe&nt points

itsm

for

tf* address; The

Hope
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College Ferris club added' to the
enthusiasm. He is a fine speaker, talking
in a convincing way that captures
his audience. There is no abuse in
his talk and whereverhe goes he wins
the respect of his hearers.Mr. Ferris
and Judge Smith left for Grand Rapids that evening.
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Hours, 8 to 18 ». u.; 1 to 5 p.
Evenings by sppoiatmsnt Cit. Phone 441.
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of the
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over the Postofflce.
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WHAT STORE
in Holland has a good,

large stock

of Wed-

WEST MICHIGAN FURNITURE
A^S LUMBERING.

CO.

Rememeber we

sell the best

paper patterns at 10c

HOLLAND BUSINESS COLLEGE

C. J. Dregman,
TO

Prin.

ALLEGAN COUNTY VOTERS.

The voters in Allegan county should
not forget John A Pieters,candidate
on the Democratic ticket for Register
of Deeds. Mr. Pieters Is a son of the
well-knownlate Rev. Pieters of Holland. He is one of the young Hollanders who has made a success in life and
deserves the hearty support of every
Hollander in Allegan county as well
as of the Americans. He is a leading
that purpose.
at Fennville, where he has
We now solicit from our friends and GREAT CENTRAL HAS ABSORBED merchant
won the respect and esteem of the citipatrons donations or loans of articles
THE CLOVER LEAF.
zens. He has been president of Fennthat could properly be exhibited *u a
ville for two terms, was treasurer of
museum, bearing upon any
61the village and Is a member of the
lowing subjects: Botany, paQftaMl&ogy,
mineralogy, petrology,zuoldgf, geology, Today the Final Negotiations Effecting councilthere. The offices he has held
proves that Mr. Pieters is worty of
the Transfer of Property
anatomy, antiquitiesand the early hisyour support for the office of register
tory of the Holland colony. Rare old
Are Due.
of deeds, capable and responsible in
pottery, rare and valuable books and
every way.
manuscripts and paintingswill also
be highly acceptable.- Loans will be
Detroit, Oct. 25.— It is stated on what
cheerfullyaccepted and credit given In is considered unimpeachableauthority ALLEGAN CO. VOTERS SHOULD
the museum catalog under the caption that the deal whereby the Great CenSUPPORT MR. KOLVOORD.
"Special Collections;"
tral system— the Pere Marquette-ClnIf you desire to co-operate in this cinnati, Hamilton & Dayton interests
John Kolvoord, the well-known mil’natter you will please correspondor —ha* acquired the Toledo, St. Louis &
ler at Hamilton,is a candidate on the
confer with PresidentG. J. Kollen, Western, has been closed and that the Democratic ticket for representative
Hope College, Holland, Mich., or with sale of the road will be officially an- In the second district of Allegan counthe undersigned, curator of the mu- nounced today.
ty. Mr. Kolvoord Is well known as a
seum.
The stockholders of the Clover Leaf competent, honest and reliable man in
Trusting that the cause of the mu- meet at Frankfort, O., today for the
seum may elicit hearty co-operation on purpose, it is stated, of ratifying the every way and he deserves the support
of the voters in the second district of
the part of Hope's friends, I am,
action of the directors in disposing of Allegan county. The HollandersesVery sincerely yours,
the property. It was arranged, so it is
Paul Fr. Schuelke. said, that no definite announcement of pecially should take pride In voting
for him and having him representthem
the sale of the Clover Leaf to the Great In the state legislature.Mr. Kolvoord
SOUTH OTTAWA TEACHERS’ AS- Central would be made until the stock- Is a man of whom the people of the
holders of the former had acted upon districtcould well feel proud of to
SOCIATION. ...
send to Lansing.
The South Ottawa Teachers’Asso- the propositiontoday.
ciation will meet at the Zeeland High
school on Saturday, Nov. 12, 1904, at
SHERMAN H. BOYCE DEAD.
PERSONAL.
10 o’clock u. m. The following Is the
Sherman
H.
Boyce, one of the most
Mrs. John Hoffman is visiting friends
program:
popular and best known citizens of In Grand Haven.' Mr. Hoffman is takDevotional exercises,
Grand
Haven,
died
Saturday
after
an
ing a hunting trip along Buss river.'
Roll Call ................ Memory Gems
Illness of several weeks, aged 72 years.
Infinitives..... ........ Henry K. Boer
Mr. arid Mrs. Simon Bos have reHe
took
great
interest in public affairs
Debate— Resolved,thaf flUuKskt is..'.
lumed from a vlfclt ib tfi'e fct. Louis
and
was
a
public
spirited
citizen.
The
' Just, In the Present War., Affirmfair and to Memphis, Term., where they
tt necaj took place on Tuesday and was
ative — J. E. Marshall and 11. MulvIsitedL. . G. Dykema, a- brother • of
largely
attended.
der.
Negative—Ni StaVifou and J.'- ''
.. ...

FALL,

- -

1904.

of

Holland, Mich.

National Life Insurance Co.

L

28-30 East Eighth

a good

For many years a great need has Lumbenrih . large scale will be a
been felt of building up along with branch added to the business of the
other departments of our institution West Michigan Furniture Co. The
a museum to aid the students In pur- company owns a half Interest In about
suing their studies.
15,000 acres of hardwood timber lands
Until now we dared not undertake in Northern Louisiana, the other half
the collectionof specimensfor such a interest being held In Grand Rapids.
museum because we were not able to A mill and railway will be built and it
properly care for them. With the comis thought that about 18,000,000feet can
pletionof “Van Raalte Memorial Hall,"
hr* cut each year for twenty years.
however, we feel that we are able to
While the business Is independentof
properly display and care for whatever our friends may send for our its furniturebusiness the company will
part of the output for the manumuseum. Nearly the entire upper floor ulpe
of this hall has been set apart for facture of furniture.

THE

Van Ark Furniture Co.

If

Hope

the Friends and Patrons of
College:

tracks from East Main street to the
rest or your
village limits; and further that the
company remove its high tension from Many will enter about Nov.
Main street, taking a course south to
time
the center of the block and thence west 1st. That is
to the limits,thence north returning
for you to do likewise.
on the villageline to the highway occupied by the railway at a point near
Niglit School Opens Oct. 19
the residence of S. Brouwers.

1

New, Elegant

lines of

Jewelry, Watches, Clocks, Diamonds,
Silverware,

Fine China, Cut

Glass,

Toilet Goods, Novelties, Etc.

C. A.

STEVENSON

Watch Inspector
Pere Marquette It.

Holland, Mich.

It.

!

ding Presents, Birthday

Gifts Kings, Waiches,
Clocks and Cut Glass?

I

.

.

f

'

I'.'
At

.ik',.'.
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Recitation ...........
. .Anna Wiggers
Keeping Pupils Busy. . R. Kamferheck
A Talk on Art ...... Prof. J. B. Nykerk
Prize contest In U. S. History dates.
.

ST.

They

also do difficult
watch and jewelry repairing.
ember
their prices are reasonable for the high grade
work they do

R

.....

They GtttrMtee all their work
te give entire eetlefectlon.

4

»•»!...</:?

Noon,

36

EAST
EIGHTH

'

.

'

Mrs.
J>J.

-

and Poutry Food

‘ Mr. and Mr^ J^ercy Ray, kave^ returned from tttfelWw&tfdmirtnjT.'
They'
visited the St. Louis fair, Denver, Salt
Corns VandenBosch. 21, East SaugaLake City and other western cities.
tuck; Jennie Wleten, 18, Rusk.
Klaas Vandyke, GO, Spring Lake; Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Van Drezer returned Saturday from a week's visit to
Elizabeth Baninga. G7. Holland.
Gerrlt J. Klaasen, 22, Holland; Mary the St. Louis fair.
Miss Lizzie Van Anrooy is spending
Stegenga. 24, Bauer.
Gerrlt Handlogten, 29, Lament; Grace a few days at Grand Rapids visiting
Potts. 20, Allendale.
friends.
Adolph F. Blankenburg, 28, Polkton; Anna M. Holst, 20, Polkton,

•

^RRU.GE

•

..v'.' •

.

LICENSES.

The associations hereafterwill be
held bi-monthlyon the second Saturday of January, March and May.
Since our meetings are now held
every two months let every teacher aim
to be present. Your work is of too
great a value to neglect these meetings. Receive some Inspirationat the
association and go home feeling that WOLCOTT CASE COMES UP NOV. 7.
your work is of much importance. Seek
The case of Henry Wolcott will come
the child’s good and make glad the
up in circuitcourt on Monday. Nov.
hearts of the boys and girls.
H. K. Boer, President; 7, The attorneys will no doubt be
ready to go on with the case at that
time.

HOLLAND TOWN REGISTRATION.

The Board of Registrations of Holland
A *2.00 SHOE.
will meet at the Clerk’s office
For a 12.00 shoe try Lokker- Rutgers
iNov. 5, 1&04, from 9 a. m. till 5 p. m.
A. Fonder Haar, Clerk. Co. Best in town.

town

Colmtibiati Stock

of guests were present and some fine
gifts were presented to the worthy

eluTin'or we will rdfurtd ybtH- money'wMtbout qudsribn.. '

If?.

It conditionsyour horses and kvepe t hem so. Saves oats
and money. It fats your cattle and hogs and grows them
into money. Not only can you afford to use it, but you
CANNOT afford not to use it. A sample package, enough
for a 30 days trial on one animal free for the asking.

I

God. DePree’s Drugstore

NEW HOLLAND.

On Saturday evening Mr. and Mrs.
Jacob Ebels celebratedtheir silver
wedding anniversary*. A large number

la

Guaranteed to
Satisfy and make good

) WliH

>••>••••

•BIBIBIBIMB#

ITS UP TO YOU!
are here wftb a full line of ORANGES, LEMONS, FIGS
DATES. GRAPES, APPLES, NUTS, CANDIES, CIGARS

couple,by their admiring friends. A
fine suppei and a pleasant social evening were enjoyed by all

We

and

TOBACCOS. Call

and iareatiffate.We

will Iqtereet jdc.

Always welcome at
Rogers’ Knives and Forks at Bteven«on's

Jewelry Store.

Ne.

M

giver

Street

DAMSON & CALKIN’S

consisting of some fifty vessels, was
SUCCESS WITH POULTRY.
stationed 200 miles from Spurn Head,
which la on the eastern coast twenty Proper Caro Bsseatlal to Malm a
Flock Profltablo.
miles southeast of Hull The Bussian
ships appeared with great suddenness In caring for a flock of fowla there
and in a moment the entire area was are certain duties for every day In the
dipped in a flood of light from the year, and It would be a wise idea for
DAYS OP DIZZINESS
aarchllghts of the warships.
every poultryman to have a detit calCeme
to
Hundred! of Holland People.
A second later a charge of ebrapnel endar and mark on each leaf his par
There are days of dizziness.
struck the trawlers. Immediatelythe tlcular duties for the day, says J. T.
Czar
fishermen lighted green flares indi- Schureman in Commercial Poultry.
Spells of headache,sldeache, backcating the nature of their vessels.
Success always keeps just a few ache.
for Firing on British
Young Smith says that these signals, days ahead of the fellow who la alSometimes rheumatic pains.
though they could not be mistaken ways procrastinating,and he never
Fishing Boats.
Often urinary disorders.
and are accepted by every seagoing catches up with it
All tell you plainly the kidneys are
vessel, were disregarded and the first
He puts off from day to day the sick.
charge was followed by a rain of cleaniug and disinfectingof the poultry Doan’s Kidney Pills cure all kidney
OFFICALS STUNIIED shrapnel which wrought havoc among house, and the first thing he knows ilia.
the trawlers. The Crane and Mlno cholera has attacked bis fowla, and,
Here is proof in Holland:
were struck in the beginning ot the unless stringent measures are taken, Mrs. M. Shonaker, 256 West FifD«ctints to Allow Pub* bombardment One shot felled Smith the whole flock will be Infected and a teenth street, says: “I suffered from
conhtant heavy aching pains across the
and another Leggott and then the ship, good share of them lost
bcation of Fortfgn Accounts
small of my back so that I could not
haring been bit below the water line,
•Tomorrow”
be
intends to dost the
of tho Affal*
rest comfortably at night In any posibegan to sink.
hens and growing stock with lice powtion and during the day I felt tired and
The rest of the crew, bearing the der, but before he gets at it two or languid. The kidney secretionsbecame
corpses of the two victims, sought ref- three hens are found dead on the c.\st badly affected,irregular,too frequent,
•sltto fleet Bore Down Upon m Nub*
uge on another vessel. Sixteen shot* and the balance of the flock la so. thin scanty and were attended by a good
. bar of Brittoh Pishing Boms
hit the MI no’s hull. A large number and emaciated that the profits for the deal of pain besides depositinga heavy
Wllbont C««sa and Saak
of other trawlers were also damaged next six months are sacrificed.
sediment I suffered also from headSome of Them.
and Smith says that he believes a
He hasn't time today, but “tomor- aches and spells of dizzinessso that I
large liner, which be thought belonged row” be will surely scald out the lUmy. either had to sit down or hold on to
to the Wilson line, was also struck filthy drinking vessels. But disease is something from falling.I used a great
St Petersburg, Oct 25.— Emperor Smith says another trawler,the Wren,
many different remedies but without
not a procrastinator and gets In its obtaining any benefit. Friends advised
Mcbolas baa telegraphed to King Ed* Is missing and that he believes she
work via the drinking water.
me to use Doan's Kidney Pills and I
ward expressing bis deep regret at1 was sunk with her entire crew. More
He really intended to spade up the got a box at J. O. Doesburg’sdrug
what occurred In the North sea Satur- than thirty of the sailors were In- runs and era .ter air slaked lime over store and used them. They helped me
day and his sympathy with the fami- Jared and have been taken from the the ground, but one dug it was too dry from the very start. They are the
nes of the kiile dand wounded Asher- vessels and lodged in Hull hospitals. and the next day too wet, and “to- best remedy I ever tried and I have no
Some of them are believed to be in morrow” the chicks are gasping for hesitationIn recommending them."
For sale by all dealers. Price 60c.
t precariouscondition.
breath while the gapeworm frolics in
Foster-MIlbumCo., Buffalo, N. Y., sole
their windpipes.
Ix>ndon, Oct 25.
There was a
What ItuMian Sailor* Say.
agents for the U. S. Remember the
He has a nice patch of sunflower name, Doan's, and take no substitute.
bostile demonstration at Victoria staCherlwurg, Oct. 25. — The large ship*
already to harvest, and he'll get at
tion uiwn the arrival of Count Benken- of the Bussian squadron had not ar“tomorrow” sure, but the birds get
rived here up to the time of filing this
dorff, the Russian ambassador to Great
at
It first, and all be has left are a lot
dispatch. It was believed that they
Britain. A crowd gathered and booted
have gone on westward intending to of dried and worthless c talks and seed
blm and attempted to break the win- stop either at Brest or a\ Vigo Spain. leas heads.

m.

Go-Carts
and

warn

Must Make Amends

Carriages

IUSSUN

Cmmt

.

The Largest Assortment in the City.

Carpets, Rugs, Mattings,
Draperies,
A

|

very complete line and offered at the

lowest prices,

;

RINCK & OO.

A. C.

m.

—

The dust In the road Is four Inches
torpedo-ijontswhich proceeded
with the squadron put in here. The deep, and he knows he ought to gather
id the matter to St Petersburg.
couple of barrelfulsfor the winter
Russians here already claim that their
dust bath, but there is plenty of time
London, Oct. 25.— The mayor of Hull squadron was navigating through a
yet, and he puts it off from day to day
luis telegraphed to Premier Balfour as thick fog on the night of Oct 21-22 and
fired their guns in neutral waters for until the full rains come and its name
./oJJows:
the purpose of keeping in touch with is “mud.”
‘The greatest indignationprevails each other. The Russians here appear The leaves are heaped up lu great
here at the unpreedented and wanton not to 1* aware that any British fish- windrows along the fences,and a eon^ttack on the Hull Ashing fleet by Bus- ing boats were bit.
pie of hours’ work would give him a
supply of tl’.e best kind of litter for
dan warships resultingin the Jo?? of I
NO CHANGE IN POSITION.
winter use in the scratching shed and
valuable lives. We appeal to the government to take the speediestand Two Arcilcn on the Stinkhe River Are Net houses, but they will l>e there “tomorrow," and he will have more time.
strongest measuresto ensure full reYet Moving.
The fall rainy thwart his plans again,
dress and complete security against
St Petersburg, Oct. 24, 2:05 a. m.— and the fowls stand around on bare
further Bussian outrages.”
There is no change in the relativepo- floors all winter.
Is so easily obtained
England Demands Itcdress.
As winter ..pproaches he knows he
sitionsof the armies on the Shakbe
and so quickly cures.
Foreign Secretary Lansdowne reachriver. General Sakharoff telegraphs ought to bank up the north side of jthe
ed London during the afteroon and that the Russians have been bombard- poultry house, but lie is not feeling
The right remeJy for r.ll diseaces of T.'.roat,
after gathering the latest details ing I ji muting and the Buddhist tem- well today, and “tomorrow”everyChest ani Lungs. Ads on raiure'1 ; .n—
loosens the cough, relievesthe lung: , -rerij
known at the foreign oflice regarding ple at Linshinpu, while the Japanese thing is fro::e up solid, inside tiie
the secretions,effectsa cure.
the tiring on the British Ashing boats have been shelling the Russian posi- poultry l:ou;-c* as well as outside.
Don't accept a cheap substitute on which
Along
about
first
of
December
be
is
by the Russian squadron proceeded to tion at Shakhe and near Linshinpu. An
drui’jistmakes more profit. Gst Fur.cr's.
looking
up
roup
cure
advertisements.
Associated
Press
dispatch
from
MukBuckingham palace, where he had a
He really intended to batten up the
Prica 2a and 50 Cenis.
lengthy interview with King Edward. den reports that the Japanese are forticracks
in the poultry house and fix UnOn returning to the foreign oflice Lord fying an imiwrtnnt height south of
Shakhe, and that neither side shows a roof a little,but somehow be never
Lansdowne further conferred with Sir
FOR BALE BY
dispositioneither to advance or retire. got at it, and now his fowls have got
•Jlenry King and subsequently adHcber Walsh, S. A. Martin, C. D. Smith,
Anotlier Associated Press dispatch the roup.
Mlresseda strong protest to Ambasador
And so it goes. He Is always Jun
from the Russian front soys the sitDRUGGISTS.
Hardinsgefor presentationto the Bus- uation Is not yet ripe for the resump- a few days behind hand the ’ear
flan government.Special stress is laid tion of the offensive. The roads are around, and instead of reaping a I vflt
the callousness displayed by the now dried by wind and frost: the cold from his fowls they are a positive loss
Banians In not going to the assistance is intense and flooded fields have been to him.
dows

,

of bis carriage.

He

JostGetaPackage

The

inter report-

SiittHght
When

Flakes

is finished you will want
Crisp, delicious, healthful,
rully cooked. Eat with milk or cream.
A beautiful imported china cereal
bowl given with double *ize package.
Other dishes and valuable gifts can

!

that

be obtained by saving ends of standard
size

packages— Absolutely Free.

!

j

Walsh-DeRoo Milling
& Cereal Co.

i

M

.....

«yfae fiaherme* Loed Unwctewne
ll U tHttm

Sa;

by telegraph,says
that the number of Russian dead found
No Official News Hat Czar.
8t Petersburg, Oct 25.— No official on the battlefield and interred op to
information from Vice Admiral Bojest- Oct 22 makes a total of 10,550. Upon
vensky. commander of the second Paci- this total Russian casualtiesare estific squadron,or from other Russian mated to exceed 00.000. The Japanese
eources had reached the authorities captured n total of forty-five guns durhere as this dispatchis written in ing the Shakbe operations. The report
regard to the firing by the squadron of the Manchurian headquarters does
upon British fishing boats early Sat- not say anything of the loss of quite
urday morning in the North sea. The a number of guns by the Japs, nor of
authorities are dumfounded by the their losses of men during the great
:ing

HOLLAND

The Graham & Morton Trans. Co.

FALL SCHEDULE.

For Sale.

-

A JTMMOft OrpiBRtM.
Wrttfmnn BellfiWe PouTfff JwJteal.

Eight acres of land about sixty
rods east of city limits. Suitable
for suburban home and for raising

F. L. Sewell says of his imported Or
plngton cock John Bull, whose picture
fruits.
is here reproduced: For Orpington suMARSILJE & KOOYERS.
periority, great breast and soundness
of body, there has not appeared one First State Bank Block.
that approaches him. and it is a matter for congratulation that these raw

Leaves Holland daily at 9 p. m.,
Grand Hapids.
Leaves Chicago daily at, 8 p ra.

Cures all

Holland to St. Louis ExpositionRound Trip Rates:

CHRONIC COUGHS,

Choice of Ronds from Chicago,
Season limit ticket ................ ..$14.90
60 day limit ticket ...........
12.50
15 day limit ticket. ... ..............JI50

!

DAIRY

LUNCH AND

Lunches of ail kinds and abort
order work.
Billiardsand Pool in connection.

Convenientto

guns. 0,020 shells, 5,574 rifles, 78,000
ammunition,etc. The dead of the
enemy were all burned with military
Czar Will Express Regret.
honors. The Russian total casualties
It was also decided during the day
to prepare a semi-official note expres- are estimated at 00,000. Further inting the regret of the Russian gov- vestigatingis still proceeding.”
ernment and its willingness to make
WMhloftoB'a VUw la OpUinlatte.
foil reparation as soon as the responWashington,Oct. 25.— The new* of
sibilityis fixed. This step, showing the North sea blunder was received
the attitudeof the government will, it here with somethinglike dismay, for
It hoped, ^nullify the British govern- it excited apprehension that the result
ment and public opinion in Great might be world-wide entanglements,
Britain and pave the way for an hon- unless extraordinary tact is shown by
omble diplomatic adjustment.
both the British and Russian government officials in dealing with the afATTACK ON FISHERMEN
fair. Tills apprehension has given pltca
to the belief that both nations involved
Details of the Aflhtr Which Has
have purely selfish reasons for not
Caasad So Mach Excitement.
desiring war, to say nothing of other
London, Oct. 25.— A trawling fleet reasons, and that the trouble will to
from Hull was fired upon 200 miles amicably settled.

from Spurn Head by the Russian warthips of the Baltic fleet, and despite
the display of green flares the rain of
Ohrtpnel from the Russian vessels continned for fully twenty minutes.

M

One

the trawlers,the Crane, was struck

Mow the water line and her skipper,
Jmith, and a sailor named Leggott had
their beads blown of. Several of the
other vest la were riddled and badly
The a mating news was brought to
Boll at tight by oevenl of the trawlon. One of them had the bodies of
fifeo rietima or board, and Smlth'a aon,
who aa acted aa apokeaman for hie
omraisa. la row or hie way hart to
tiiy the mas before the admiralty. Ae>
to the atary. the trawUng tati,

Event* at Port Arthnr.
Chef oo, Oct 21.— The most Important recent events at Port Arthur include the capture by the Japanese of
further minor positions near Riblung
mountain and the severe damage of a
Japanese torpedo-boat destroyer by
striking a floating mine.

Oiynpla Man Gaesu of Liptoa,
London. Oct 24.— Air Thomas Tip,
ton entertained about 800 officers and
men of the United States cruiser
Olympia at the Crystal palace. After
a bri f receptionat which Sir. TbomM
toook hands with each of the gnetis
the men marched Into dinner. In front
of each mao was • presentationpipe,
poach and tobacco. Sir
the ABMrteaa navy.

stop at.

WO Monroe Street. Corner Ionia,

.................. 8.50

Weekly excursion

to Chicago every Saturday, morning and night boats; returning ieave Chicago Sunday night at 11.30.—$1.50 for the round trip.

On the
and 10 p

m.

every day

St. Joseph divisionsteamers leave St. Joseph
Fare $1.00 each way.

at 5 p,

m.

The right is reserved to change this schedule without notice.
Morton, Sec’y &
J. H. Graham, Pres. & Geo. Mgr.
Fred Zalsman, Local Agent.
Chicago Dock foot of Wabash'
Chicago Telephone2162 Central.

J

S.

Treas.

Ave.

GRXND RXPIDS, MICH.

flamed state of public opinion in Great cablegram from Tokio: “Marshal
Britain and coming on the heels of Oynnm reports that the investigation

completedafter Oct. 22 regarding the
Russian losses at the battle of Shakbe shows that there were about 500
prisonersand 10,550 dead bodies. The
trophies of the battle are thirty-five

7 day limit ticket

RESTAURANT

'

from

or on arrivalol 8 o’clock interurban car

Fare, not including berth, $1.50: round trip, not including berth, $2.75.
Berth rates: lower $1.00, upper 75c.; entire staieroom 81 75.

Or. Porter’s Cough Syrup

press reports of the affair and cannot
Chef oo, Oct. 24. — The Japanese on
credit the accounts as presented.For
tins reason the censor declined to al- the afternoon of Oct 10 resumed their
low the publication<>f the foreign ac- attack on the Russian outer works at
Ribbing mountain. After four hours’
^counts of tho affair.
lightingthey succeeded in capturing a
Incident Gtt-ailyDeplored.
number of the Russian trenches and
In the highest quarters, where the
one small hill. It is the belief at
reports were circulated,the gravity of
Dalny that a general assault on Fort
the affair was fully realizedand the
Arthur will Ik* made soon.
incident was greatly deplored. That
Russian Losses at Shakhe.
Russia will offer apologies and reparWashington,Oct. 24. — The Japanese
ation and make honorable amends admits of no doubt but with the in- legation has received the following

the sinking by the Vladivostok squadron of the British steamer Knight
Commander and the Red sea incidents
It Is recognized that the situationmay
become acute unless the cool beads
among the British statesmenproceed
calmly.

MICHIGAN

Yttrmttttmtmttmttv
Don your Sumach trouble you? Are your
Bowela regular! Are you BUliotu?

IMPORTED OBPINQTOX COCK JOUX BULL.
and truly valuable points are appearing in some of his descendants.If
these traits can be establishedin the
strain and breed it cannot help becoming widely

sought The

BllllouNneKs,
Headache.
Me per bottle at Heber Walab’a Drug Store.

SEVERANCE TANK WORKS
A few

reasons

why

it is

the best

silot

baa a continuous opening.
It baa a permanent Iron ladder.
It baa NO bolts,nut< or screws to unfasten tbe door.
It takes but a minute to open or cloae tbe door.
It

8.
4.

A good

80 acre farm, SO acres in
grass and the balance in crops.

The azent who sellathem here does not requireto make bis
livlofrby selllnz these silos,so tbe buyer Rets tbe acent'sprofit.
If you think of buildinga silo, then write or call on the local agent,

All improved.
Pro! try on the Perm.
The reason for general neglectof the
poultry on farms is found in the view
The latter 44x75 feet, two wells
taken of these live stock by the farmer
and bis family, says Farm and Ranch. of good water, 70 young fruit
trees and a vineyard, 6 miles
Every boy and girl in this country Is
north of Holland, and 2
raised up to look upon poultry as a
“side issue,” with very few exception*.
miles south of the West
How can thla stumblingblock be reOlive Pickle Factory.

HENRY

A New House and Barn

moved?

S

Manufactured by tbe

late William

Cook admittedthat he had sees none
such as Old John In England, and
his auccesafulrival in thin country has
not yet appeared.

THE LANSING SILO

SY-RE-CO srcSSttMl

For information

call at the place

H.

BOEVEf
HOLLAND, MICH.

Hat Sold Pilo of Chamborlain't
Cough Romody.

I have sold Chamberlain'sCough
Remedy for more than twenty yean

or address
Cemeet Fleer* la Proltry Hea*e*.
and It has given entire satisfaction.I
A cement floor In a poultry house Is
have sold a pile of It and can recomOUR M DOLLAR BOX**
S.
cheaper than wood, Is rat proof and
mend It highly.—Joseph McElhiney, kliKST M IW
t* fti
R. R. No. 4, Holland, Mich. Linton, Iowa. You will find this rempracticallyIndestructible,
says Orange
Judd Fanner. Any handy man can put
edy a good friend when troubled with
PoaltryiMa,
one down In less time than a board
a cough or cold. It always affords
one. Where you can get the sand for
Ifyour chickens are troubled with
quick relief and is pleasant to take.
the drawing and do the work yourself Hoe use the Wolverine Fumigating
For sale by W. C. Walsh, Holland, and
nest
egg.
It
will
keep
your
chickens
the cost la less than a cent per square
Van Bree St Son, Zeeland.
free from all vermin. Call on
foot
R. Zeerip,
BOND STEEL POST CO.,
54 West 9th Street,
ahketfaR Yroa* Daeka.
Rogers' Knives and Forks at StevenAd fits, Mtiu
Holland.
Young docks for the table should be

HIEMSTRA,

4M

m*

son'* Jewelry Store.

killed when about eleven weeks old.
Rocky Mountain Tea works for manA good food for getting them Into corkind both day and night,
dftioR Is s mixture of equal quintMas
ef betted rice and Msctit meal, with That’a why it is famous the world o'er
and o'er.
fresh green stuff chopped aad ***td
It will not let you turn over nad
Keep them etuflaedfrRM take another anon.
and
Hsrr Bros.

It's a mistake to imagine that Itch*
No one would ever bo bothered wMh tog idles can't be cured; a mistake to
constipation If every on* knew bow suffer a day longer than yon can help.
naturally and quickly Bnrdoek Blood Doan’s Ointment brings Instant relief
Bitters regulatestbs stsasssb nn« tow- and fsnaansnt cere. At any draf
star#, to cents.
•to

EXCURSIONS
THE

LOTS

smallpox at wattle cheek

VIA

ed and Nuilerera Now

He Placed In TenU.
'

SETTLERS' FARES

TO THE SOUTH AND SOUTHWEST. Items

For Sale

particulars.

Twelve lots on 14tn and

of

General

Own

One-way, second-classtickets on sale
at all stations on first and third Tues*
days of each month Ask agents for

Interest

to Our

People Received

by Telegraph.

tf

LOUIS.
Round trip tickets at low rates on
sale at all ticket stations. Ask agents
for rates, limit of tickets and full par* News

15th street, between Maple

ticulars.

«t. and First ave., for

FINE

tf

WATCH AND JEWELRY RE-

are prepared to do the finest repairing on watches and Jewelry that

$350

can be done anywhere.

each,
cash or monthly payment*.

The best chance ever offered
to Holland investors.

Diekema & Kollen

We

have had

years of experience as gold and silversmiths. We carry a fine line of watches and jewelry and will compete with
any watchmaker or jeweler In the city.
Our prices are reasonable.All work
warranted. We have Just received a
splendid line cf silverware. The finest
repairing and engraving in the city.
C. Pleper A Son,
2S0 River St. Holland.

now placed in tents. This has

up

stirred

LADIES’ BELTS

I

the public after the agitation for

a new pesthouse had about died away.
of

SHIRT WAIST SETS

Michigan Prepared fbr the Smallpox is a disease the treatment
for which requires warmth, and a tent
Onr Readers.
during October weather is not warm,
by any means.

Benefit and Convenienceof

PAIRING.
We

Battle- Creek Mich., Oct. 24.— Rattle
Creek is again in disgrace as a result of the smallpoxexpidemic. The
peethouse has been over-crowded and
patients with the loathsome disease m e

STATE HAPPENINGS RECORDED

WORLD'S FAIR. ST.

.

OvercrowdHave To

PMtlionafl nt lluttle Creek In

Pere Marquette

Edwin 8. George’s
for house on Jeffersonavenue was entered and $3,500 worth of sealskin
sacques were stolen. The thieves
climbed an iron grating that guarded
the entrance, kicked in a front window, and after securing their plunder
let themselvesout of the rear door
with a key that hung conveniently
near. It is supposed that the robbers
run down to the river, two blocks lieDetroit, Oct. 24.—

and.

There have been over thirty cases of
the disease here within the last year,
without awakening the city fully to
the needs of the pesthouse. Dr. W. II.
Haughcy, city health officer,has joined

the

force

of

FANCY COLLARS

citizensdemanding

changes, and he believes men

from smallpox could

lie

immune

secured to

make an extension to the building at
once. He looks upon any delays as

WHITE VESTINGS FOR WAISTS

dangerous.

FANCY BUTTONS, BRAIDS AND

-

APPLIQUE TRIMMINGS.

going to "buck* tue unions

low, with their plunder and escaped In
FARM FOR SALE.
a launch which was seen leaving the Battle Creek Employer* Organize to ProUct Tlteinnelvee from Lalmr TrouI have 133 acres of land that I wil
foot of Griswold street about the time
ble* - Como of the Move.
sell for part cash and part time or ex- the robbery was committed.
change for city property. Good pasture
Battle Creek, Mich., Oct. 22. — An
Seasonablefloods to Steak
or hay land. All good black soil. EnThe police say that In anticipation organizationof inunufacturers,to proquire at this office or at the owner’s
of the coming of winter there has been tect the lending shops from labor unH. E Van Kampen.
a number of fur robberies In different ion troubles that now threaten, inis
parts of the country lately, and be- been formed. F. W. Gage, against
A Costly Mistake.
Blunders are sometimesvery expen- lieve that they are being committed by whose publishing house the union Issive. Occasionally life Itself is the an organized gang of fur thieves,who sued a pamphlet, has been chosen presprice of a mistake, but you’ll never be ship their plunder to some central ident. and Edward Branson,another
wrong if you take Dr. King’s New Life point, where it is disposed of.
publisher, treasurer. J. I. Gibson,
Pills for Dyspepsia, Dizziness, HeadConductor Killed by Polnndera,
presidentof the Business Men's assoache, Liver or Bowel troubles. They
Detroit, Oct. 24.
Conductor Jas. ciation. is secretary; B. T. Skinner, of
are gentle yet thorough. 25c at W. C.
J. Donnelly was thrown from the plat- the Advance Thresher company, vice
Walsh’s Drug Store.
form of a rapidly moving Michiganav- president.
enue street car during a squabble with
The troublesgrows out of a demand
In Praise of Chamberlain’s Colic, Cholthree Pplanders over fares, and so bad- by printers in the seven largestshops
era and Diarrhoea Remedy.
"Allow me to give you a few words ly hurt that he died in an hour at for a nine-hour day and ten hours’
in praise of Chamberlain’s Cilie, Chol- Harper hospital. The I’olandors. John pay. While the employers were conera and DiarroheaRemedy,’’ says Mr. Budziak, Michael Kossik and Fred sidering the demand, anonymous stickJJohn Hamlett, of Eagle Pass, Tex. Kossik. are under arrest on the charge ers appeared that disgusted the man"I suffered one week with bowel of manslaughter. Donnelly inadver- agers and superintendents, and the
trouble and took all kinds of medicine
without getting any relief, when my tently collected fare twice for Rudzink, nine-hourday concession was dropped.
friend, Mr. C. Johnson, a merchant and the trio of Polanders grew abusive
Xlclml Did Not Kill Uiimolf.
here, advised me to take this remedy. over the incident even after the conAfter taking one do?e I felt greatly ductor had returned the fare. Rudzink
Mount Clemens, Mich.. Oct. 22.
relieved and when I had taken the
George Xichol. the business man who
third dose was entrely cured. I thank stationed himself before the car door
disappeared under a “church fund and
and
refused
to
move,
and
when
Donyou from the bottom of my heart for
putting this great remedy in the hands nelly tried to forcibly put him behind a poker game” cloud, did not kill himof mankind.” For sale by W. C. rail on the platform a scuffle resulted self, hut has been located in Ionia. A
Walsh, Holland, and Van Bree, Zeein which Donnelly was thrown from telegram from a brother of George
land.
Nlchol. who went to Ionia to hunt up
the car.
the missing man, says that Xichol had
A Frightened Horse.
CBXCAGO CAPITAL IN CONTROL
been in Ionia nil the time, not having
Running like mad down the street,
gone away from there as was at first
dumping the occupants, or a hundred
other accidents are every day occur- GeU I’oftnefMlonof the Majority of the reported. He has signified his willingness to return home.
Stock of the Flint and Saginaw
rences. It behooves everybody to have

VELVET RIBBONS IN BLACK
AND COLORS

.

FINE LINE OF

GINGHAMS AND

PERCALES

house.

SILKOLINES AND ROBE PRINTS

KABO CORSETS AND BLACK
MERCERIZED SATEEN

PETTI-

COATS

—

\

G.

VAN PUTTEN

—

m

a reliableSalve handy and theres
Interurbau.
Young Man AccidentallyKilled.
none as good as Bucklen’s Arnica
Saginaw,
Mich.,
Oct.
25.—
Chicago
Ion
in, Mich.. Oct 24.— Frank Bird,
Salve. Burns, Cuts, Sores, Eczema and
Piles disappear quickly under its capital, represented by Attorney John a 19-year-old youth. was shot and killed
soothing effect. 25c at W. C. Walsh’s M. Duffy, has secured control of the by a member of a party which was
Drug Store.
$1,000,000 stock of the Detroit, Flint shooting at a target on the shore of
and Saginaw road, Saginaw’snew in- Gran! river with a rifle. The party
QUESTIONS ANSWERED.
terurban line. The purchasers are act- dfd Hot know that Bird was within
Tes, August Flower still has the ing In combination with the Nester In- range of the gun. Although the man
largest sale of any medicine In the terests In the road. The company Is who did the shooting Is known he has
civilizedworld. Tour mothers' and
now operating sixteen miles of com- not been arrested, the shooting being
Do you want to have a Gasoline Engine that will give
grandmothers’never thought of using
pleted road through the city of Sagi- so palpably accidental.
anything else for Indigestion or Biliousness.Doctors were scaroe, and naw, and out to Frankenmuth,and
Tha Fool and the "Unloaded” Gun.
you comfort and profit, that will not balk or cause
they seldom heard of Appendicitis. the road is to be pushed through to
Alma, Mich.. Oct. 24.— Nora JohnNervous Prostration or Heart failure, Flint, reaching over fifty miles of son, employed at the home of Floyd
trouble? Come and See
We are reasonablein price
etc. They used August Flower to clean track. The road Is bonded for $1,Kevins, a funner, was instantlykilled,
out the system and stop fermentation 000,000.
receivingIn the neck a charge of buckof undigested food, regulate the action
and do as we agree.
It is not known Just what the policy
of the liver, stimulate the nervous and of the new controllingpower will be, shot which almost decapitated her.
Frank Jameson, a fellow employe, said
organic action of the system, and that
but progress and important changes
he fired in fun, thinking the gun was
Is all they took when feeling dull and
are expected. Large contingent interbad with headachesand other aches.
not loaded. Jameson is being held
You only need a few doses of Green’s ests in the freight line which will be pending the result of a coroner’sinAugust Flower, In liquid form, to make tributary to roads running through quest.
Cor. River & 9th Sts.
you satisfiedthere Is nothing serious the territory have been secured and
the matter with you. You get this re- purchasedby the Chicago interests.
Oreon Good* Mon Acquitted.
WIND MILLS, WELLS, PLUMBING, SEWERS.
liable remedy at W. C. Walsh’s. Price
Adrian, Mich., Oct. 21. — O. E. MeAid tbs Burglar Got Away*
25c and 75c.
Clish and Henry Luce, alleged green
Battle Creek, Mich., Oct 25.— Chas.
goods men, have been acquitted of conReldc had a thrilling experience with
It Saved His Leg.
a burglar. He discovered the fellow spiracy to defraud Dan Train out of
$104. McClish was immediatelyrearP. A. Danforth of LrGrange, Ga„ at the window and slipping outside
suffered for six months with a fright- held up the fellow at the point of a rested for Ohio officers, being wanted
ful running sore on his leg; but writes
at Bellefontaine for similar offense,
that Bucklen’s Arnica Salve wholly revolver. While others were telephon-

us.

KerMiof Water Supplies,

Men Suffering
(tom loa> of nemoM force oflea owe

—

tbeiroooditioBto voothful inoraace
that fearful enemy to health.
ttla thebudneaaof adence to repair
the damage cauaed by the thoughtleaa
prmetieef olyouth*
MenrouaDebilitynever gets well of
Itaelf. Ita victims drag through a
miserableeaiatence, weak, liatlesa,

where, it is alleged, he beat on old man
five days. For Ulcers, ing for the police the burglar attacked
out of $1,000.
Wounds, Piles, it’s the best salve in the Reide, badly laceratinghis month.
despondent
world. Cure guaranteed. Only 25c. Reide shot several times, but the burBoy Take* a Long Walk.
Sold by W. C. Walsh, druggist.
glar escaped, apparentlyuninjured.
Ypsilanti,Mich., Oct. 24. — Spencer
Shaw, a 13-year-old boy who disapHad Blown a Hole la Hla Hoad.
CLOTHING TO ORDER.
South Haven, Mich., Oct 25. — Fred peared from his home in Detroit on
Lokker-RutgersCo. have made ar- Daniels, a farm hand on the farm of Monday, has reached the house of his
Itenll^ feed the hmigrynmei, giving
rangements to make clothing to order. L. It. Hunter, near this place, was unde. Anion Shaw, in Pittsfield,tired
Try them.
Bunded by'nature.^his wmidetfui
found in the parlor of T. H. Smith, but in good condition,having walked
remedy cures NervousDebility,stops
If you are or are thinking of doing so, let
his
brother-in-law, with a bullet through from Detroit. His uncle will keep him,
all drains replaces wasted tissues,
Rexall Cough Syrup never fails to his head from a Winchester rifle, which hoping bis health will improve in the
sends rich, warm life blood tingling
figure with you.
stop the worst cough. If It does we
throughevery part, making every or*
lay by his side. The young man has country.
jguact and causing you to glow with
refund your money; 25c at
Ex-Mayor Ferry I* on Trial.
HAAN BROS. been acting very strangely.He was
23 years old the day of the tragedy.
•1.(10per boa: I boxes (with guaranGrand Rapids, Mich., Oct. 25.— The
tee to cure), 15.00. Book free. Pcal
Get a bottle of Rexall Cough Syrup
trial of ex-Mnyor George It. Perry on
Tboy Bopndlato the Valuation*.
Muiucimb Co., Cleveland,Ohio.
for that cough. Satisfaction guarMason, Mich., Oct. 24.— When the the charge of complicity in the Lake
Sold by W. C. Walsh. Dra&ist, Holland. anteed; 25c at
statement of the state tax commission Michigan water deal has been begun In
HAAN BROS. raising the Ingham county valuations the superior court. The regular panel
If you want a swell suit of clothes was read to the hoard of supervisors,it of Jurors was soon exhaustedand a
The happiest couple In the world call
All
guaranteed.
would have nothing to do with it. A special venire Ims been summoned.
Lokker & Rutgers Co.
should be a deaf husband and a blind
resolutionwas adopted condemning the
Bo*
the
Krcord
for
Sugar.
wife, both taking Rocky MountainTea.
tly
Bay City, Midi,, Oct. 22. — The CerFARM FOR SALE— Farm of 80 acres tax commission,and even demanding
Keeps peace in the family. 35 cents.
2 miles west of Coopersvllle;30 acres that It be abolished.
Haan Bros.
maii-Ainericnn sugar factory produced
$
Improved;small peach orchard; part
1,5(10,000 pounds of granulated sibuir
Fi<-ada Senility In HU Own Csm.
suitablefor growing celery. Inquire of
Ray City, Mich., Oct. 21.— Adolphus In tiie past eight days. This is conThere was a big sensation In Lees- BenJ. Bosink, R. F. D. No. 1., HudsonRivard
of Hampton township, is try- sidered a record run. The beets are
vllle, Ind., when W. H. Brown of that ville.
ing to have his marriage annulled. He coming In steadily, aided by fine
place, who was expected to die, had
sets up the claim, that being 93 years weather and plenty of field help.
bis life saved by Dr. King's New DisBuilds up muscular flesh, healthy old at the time his last marriage took
covery for Consumption. He writes: "I
Citi. Phone No.
St.
Horae Kicked OIT III* Kur.
endured Insufferable agonies from tissue, rich, red blood; clears the stom- place, he was suffering from senility
Stand ish. Mich.. Oct. 25. — George 9
Asthma, but your New Discovery gave ach, kidneys and liver. That’s what and not responsible for his acts.
Frank, a farmer living near here, was
me immediate relief and soon there- Rocky Mountain Tea will do. 35 cents.
Codd 1* to Kun Again»l Maybury.
j kicked on the side of the head by one
after effecteda complete cure. Similar Haan Bros.
Detroit, Oct. 21.— At the primaries | of his horses and one ear was nearly
cures of Consumption, Pneumonia,
Bronchitisand Grip are numerous. It’s
Good for father. Good for mother. held in Wayne county it is conceded ! torn off ami he was otherwisesertthe peerless remedy for all throat and Good for the whole family. Makes the that Alderman George P. Codd was ously injured,it was thought at first
lung troubles.Price 50c and $1.00, children eat, sleep and grow. Rocky nominated by the Republicans for he could not recover.
Guaranteedby W. C. Walsh, Druggist. Mountain Tea is a family blessing. 35 mayor. William C. Maybury, the presHo* Been Mlft«li>g:Three Week*.
Trial bottles10c.
cents. Haan Bros.
ent major, had no opposition for the
Battle Creek, Mich., Oct. 22. — Mrs.
Democraticnomination.
Henry Brown, well known in tills viBRUTALLY TORTURED.
Two Old Men Have a Fight.
cinity, and whose home is three miles
FOR LADIES.
to us for your lumber, lath, shingles and inside
A ease came to light that for persisWe carry a nice up-to-date line of Port Huron, Mich., Oct. 22. — Two west of the city, disappearedthree
aged
men
became
involved
in
a
fish
tent and unmerciful torture has per- Dorothy Dodd and oth^r makes of
weeks ago and SheriffFurncr and his finish. All
want is to get acquainted— the quality
haps never been equaled. Joe Golo- shoes. LOKKER-RUTGERS CO. fight and as a result James Hudson, deputies have been unable to get the
bick of Colusa, Calif., writes: "For
and price of our material will do the rest.
aged 70 years, has made complaint slightest clew.
lb years I endured Insufferablepain
•gainst Norman Hall, aged 80, chargtut Fay for Tlielr Lodging.
also contract and build.
from Rheumatism and nothing relieved Solid Gold Rings from 50c up, al ing assault and battery.
Mason, Mich., Oct. 24. — Hereafter
me though I tried everything known. I Stevenson'sJewelry Store.
Lost Both HI* Log*.
came across Electric Bitters and It's
tramps who seek refuge in Ingham
the greatest medicine on earth for that
Traverse City, Mich., Oct. 25.— An- county jail will he set to cracking
When
troubled
with
constipation
try
Double. A few bottles of it completely
drew Dennis, a Pere Marquette brake- stone. This stone will be sold for highChamberlain’s Stomach and Liver Tabrelieved and cured me.N Just &• good
lets. They are easy to take and pro- man, fell between the ears of his train. way purposes. Those who refuse to
for Liver and Kidney troublesand gen- duce no griping or other unpleasant The curs passed diagonally acroas hia
work will be put ou bread and water
eral debility. Only 50c. Satisfaction effect. For sale by W. C. Walsh, Hollegs, severing both.
diet
Yard in Rear of Cook’s Mill.
ZEELAND,
guaranteedby W. C. Walsh, druggist. land and Van Bree & Son, Zeeland.
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ple at a primary election. At a pri- FIFTH DISTRICT INDKPKNOENT
mary election the peopla can do the
VOTERS SHOULD SUPPORT
nominating, while under the old sysJUDGE VERNON H. SMITH.
M. 0. MAXT1N0,Pablbbf.
tem the machine can, and usually does
riUtob»i«T«r fiMiy, m Holtoid. Mtehlcte. the nominating,and often the only
chance the people have under the old From the Ionia Standardof October
oma. MANTtNG BLOCK. RIVB* ST system Is to vote for a machine can- 20.— This la a year for*i]te Independent
didate.
voter to make himself felt. The main
VothoC BBkMripUon,II.S0 per yeer, or el per
In this state one Republicancon- issue in this state is direct voting for
|e*r If peM In Mtemie.
vention demanded "an equitable and nomination of ail officers from governor
f’ress
AimtM&f Seiet nkde known on Appliestton effectiveprimary electionlaw for the down. The man who is in favor of
nomination of all candidates for office real primary reform only . until his
TKatered at the poet offloest Hoilend, Mice so directed and controlledby the peo>
party says otherwise, is not to be
lor tiMiMniaetontbronibthe metla m eecowd
pie as to secure absolute purity in trusted anywhere.
politics.
And another Republican Many of William Alden Smith's
convention said that "ft general pri- friends have, until recently believed
mary election law should be enacted for that he was a man with Ideas of his
OCTOBER 28 1004.
the entire state of Michigan." And own, and one with the courage of his
yet the machine at Lans.ng immedi- convictions. Now we know him as he Micbigau’s Greatest Farm Week ley.
ately after those declarations,burled is. He has not only a lack of courage
DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL TICKET.
all primary reform bills thus putting to assert a principle which he once Edited by MR. ROBERT GIBBONS.
itself above conventions, the Grange
professed to believe,but Is cowardly
President— Alton B. Parker of New
and all other organisations,and say- enough to go buck on his once spoken
York.
ing “We can manage things better belief and argue to the contrary beVice-President— Henry G. Davis of than the people can.”
cause he is afraid of the machine. He
7,
The last Republican convention was ought to be afraid of the people, if anyWest Virginia.
controlled by the same machine and
body, but he seems to care less for
one of Its members, Mr. Warner, was their ttants than he does for the wishes
nominatedfor governor. And now Mr. of the machine politicians.He made
10
STATE TICKETWarner and his supporters are all say- what his own paper, the Grand Rapids
Governor-Woodbridge N. Perris of ing that primary reform is alright,
Herald, called " a gallant fight against Every Member of the Family will Find
Big Rapids.
but It should come In "spots” and must
the machine" in two conventions. He
Something to Interestthem in this
Lieutenant Governor— Hiram B. Hud- not apply to state officers and mem- then fought for the primary reform the
bers
of
the
legislature
but
to
local
Great Home Paper.
eon of Mancelona.
people asked, but now* he is not only
Treasurer— Edwin R. Smith of Clinton affairs. Yet the whole agitation for supporting Warner, who is opposed tu
primary reform was caused by the real primary reform, but is talking, as
IT
county.
bribery*and corruption in state conSecretary of State-JamesB. Balch of ventions,and in state conventions par- earnestlyas his conscience will let him,
against primary reform for state
Addrrss:
Kalamaaoo.
ticularly the reform Is needed. In
affairs.
Auditor General-GeorgeA. Curry cf townships and small cities every voter
THE DETROIT FREE PRESS,
Every man who desires to have a
can attend the caucus and a local cauXronwood.
voice and to count one In the nominaDetroit, Mich.
cus
Is
practically
a
primary
election
Attorney General-F. O. Gaffney of
and primary reform laws are needed tion of his party candidateought to
Lake City.
vote against Wm. Alden Smith and
not for town clerks and highway comSuperintendent of Public Instructlon- missioners, but for state and county vote for the other Smith, Hon. Vernon
H. Let the Independent voter give
Johu E. Mealley of Plymouth.
officials.
DR. ANDREW
Land Commissioner— Henry McCarty The .machine men are willing to ap- Wm. Alden to understand that he must
have some convictions on public quesply primary reform law— not to themOf Newaygo.
tions and the courage to stand by
R. SPINNEY
Mertiber Board of Education-H.Kirk selves Just where it is sorely needed. them, whether his party does or not.
If severalconventionsof both the great
FOMPLY
OF DETROIT.
White of Owosso.
it is better to be a man than a conparties said that a general primary
Presidential Electors-at-larke-Thos.
gressman, and who wants a congressHOraiETOK
or
election law would secure purity in
P. Carroll of Grand Rapids and Gilbert politics, it behoves the voters of Michi- man who Is not a man?
Contrast him with Vernon H. Spilth.
M. Stark of Saginaw.
SEED CITY
gan to vote for men for governor and
Judges Supreme Court— Allen C. Adsit legislatorswho believe in purifying Judge Smith has lived in Ionia county
8AHTABIUH
of Grand Rapids, Clinton Roberts of politics where It needs it. And how ever since he came to manhood. He
has
always
been
a
man—
a
man
ol
THE OLD RELIABLE
Flint and Thomas A. Boyle of Ann can an elector conscientiouslyvote for
opinions and with a never-failSPECIALIST . . .
Arbor.
men who claim that no purificationis strong
ing courage to advocate them, whether
necessary, even though thousandsof
he was in the majority or the minority.
their own party are bolting the party
DEMOCRATIC COUNTY TICKET.
He has been a leader of men. Win.
ticket?
CON.
The Democraticcandidatefor rep- Alden is only a party parrot— plenty of
Judge of Probate -JohanpesDykema.
tongue and plenty of chepk, but never
resentativein this district. Dr. J. W.
5ULTATI0N AND
Sheriff— Fred. H. Kamferbeek.
VandenBerg, who has lived in this with an opinion to stay by unless
Prosecuting Attorney— Peter J. Dan- county ail his life, and is, besides, well majority of the people were with him.
OPINION OP YOUR CASE.
bof.
informedon all public questions, has Judge Vernon H. Smith is spotless
as a man and private citizen. He has
this advantageover the candidates of
Clerk— John F. Wilde.
held many public offices and has been
the opposition,that he Is not obliged to
If you are poor your treatment
Treasurer— Peter Vanden Tak.
modify or revise his ideas on primary* faithful to the public in all of them.
He
has ever done his duty as a pub- is free. If you are discouraged
Register of Deeds— W. H. Pellegrom. reform (as a means of destroying the
machine at Lansing) at the dictationof lic official without fear or favor, re- and we can cure you, we will wait
Circuit Court Commissioners—Wm.
gardless of public feeling or clamor,
that same machine. The same can be
when he thought he was right. He for our pay until you are well
N. Angel, Wm. 0. Van Eyck.
said of Mr. Loutit, the candidate for
stands for primary reform, for purity
Come and see us; this is your
Coroners— Dr. E. D. Kremers, Dr. J. senator of this district.
The voters of this locality should be in politics, and economy In public ex- last chance.
S. Walling
penditures. He has been a member of
carefulabout the legislative candidates
Surveyor—Gerrlt J. Hesse! ink.
the minority party in this state nearly
We live to do good, are honest
as well as about the governorship, remembering that ihe office-holding ma- all his life, but he was twice elected with all Forty-five years* ex*
chine iron are saying "We have not circuit pudge in a circuit giving thouLEGISLATIVE TICKET.
fought the fight. We have not kept sands in Republican majorities. He perience free. This trip and torepresents the independentvoter, th" day only.
First District—Dr. J. W. Vanden the faith— but we insist that you suckman who loves his country better than
ers
keep
it
and
save
our
jobs
and
the
Berg, Holland Township.
his party— the public weal better than
party."
own selfish interests.Wm. Alden repSecond District—W. W. Dickinson,
The above Is the pictureof the only Dr. A.
resentsparty, right or wrong. He sac- B. Spinney in this state. Hi<t history Is as
Tall mad ge.
THE DEADLY PARALLEL.
rifices his own opinions to the bohe=t follows:Fifteen year* In private practice,
The esteemedGrand Rapids Herald of his party that thereby his party wii: twelve of these In East Saginaw, Mich., with
SENATORIAL TICKET.
this morning devotes two-thirds of a not forsake him in his candidacyfor as large a practiceas any physician then had.
column on its editorial page to a de- office. The independent voters can Two years professor of Detroit Homeopalhio
W. H. Loutit of Grand Haven.
fense of the manner in which Mr. War- elect the next cong'-essmnn from this Collegeand twenty-two years in Detroit. Had
charge of Alma Sanitarium eighteen months;
ner was nominated, omitting, however, district if they will. Let them veto Ypsll&nti ono year, and for -the past seven
ail reference to the snap caucuses held for a man and not for a jumping Jack years has owned a sanitarium at Reed City.
CONGRESSIONALTICKET.
by the machine managers and which pulled by party strings.
On December 13, 1902, h!s sanitarium was
loss fifteenthousanddollars;but in
assured the nomination long before the
An IndependentVoter. burned,
For Representative, Fifth Congres- convention was held. The Herald's
forty-eighthours he hid bought another and
•ional District— Vernon H. Smith of present position Is in somewhat strikIs In good shape for business again. Ho will
In the spring.
Ionia.
DESTROY THE MACHINE* 7^ rebuild
ing contrast to that of a few months
There Is a firm In Detroitcallingthemselves
ago. For Instance:
Spinney & Co., but the founder of the same
Herald editorial,! Herald editorial, WOULD PRIMARY REFORM
has been dead for over two years, and they
24,
Uan. 26, 1904:
have no right to the name of Spinney.
VOTE FOR ANTI-MACHINE LEG- Oct
Since Mr. Warner’a Is not the condiSAID MR. FERRIS.
We are coming to your town on data and at
, ABLATIVE NOMINEES.
nomination the op- tlon in Michigan
place mentioned and are willing to give you
positionh&i Mad similar to that
our; time and the benefit of our forty-four
^ r4' The machine politicians who are now much to say of the! which exists in
years* experience,free.
cone back on such a law and are now machine and its in*IIowa? Is not the THAT’S WHY REPUBLICAN li
It matters not how long you have been sick,
trying to save from defeat their ma- fluence in nominal- Ineed of refonn In
ERS OPPOSE IT.
or what your aliment, our consultation and
ing
Mr.
Warner.
Its (this state as urgent
advice is free, and our opinionsare always the
chine candidates from Warner down t.o
havelas in the West?
resultof carefulexaminations and a life long
members of the legislature, show bad allegations
been very indefiniteICannot Michigan Democrat Candidate Addreued
Big experience. The patient is always told the
faith when they say that even if Mr. and so framed as tolvery well take to
truth and upon just what he can rely. To all
Ferris is elected he will not be able to appeal to prejudice Iheart the words of
Crowd at Mt. Pleasant.
who are poor we give treatment absolutely
do anything because the legislature will and passion rather Ithe Iowa governor
free, only charging cost of medicines.Operations at hospital free, only chargingexact
be against him. If the legislature will than to reason. The land demand action
methods used havelthat will eliminate ML Pleasant, Mich., Oct. 24.-Fully cost of board while patientis recovering.
be against him on primary reform, it been despicable, butltheevll?Must Mich.Any person suffering from PILES or any
will be against primary reform if War- when polittcalhatred llgan wait until 1,200 people greeted Prof. Ferris at the
curable dlsonso wo will wait for our pay
ner is elected,will it not? Conse- reaches
certain leverv other suite in opera house here tonight. So large was until cured, If you will secure us.
quently there seems to be but little point it is hardly to Ithe Union has taken the crowd that all could not be seated,
Have you been sick for years and are you
hope for primary reform at all, unless be expected there Ithe nominations of and while he was addressing the audi- discouraged?Como to us and wa will euro
will
be
much
con- (candidatesfor pubyou.
Our pricesare the lowest of any chronic
a legislatureis elected that is pledged sciencewasted as tollic office out of the ence at the opera house, Timothy Tarsdisease specialistsin the state. Charges at
to it and that is not subject to the
'hands of machine ney spoke to a crowded house at the the sanitarium only actual cosh Wo treat all
dictation of the Atwood-Navins-Bliss
managers and vote courthouse. When through talking, forms of chronicdlscas-s, but special attention
machine. This makes it absolutelynecbrokers before fa 11- they changed positions so all could Is given to tho treatment of the following
.....
ling
into line for hear both men.
essary that as state senators and reprelong standing diseases,viz.: Nasal Catarrh,
Ihonest
politics? The
sentatives be chosen not men who are
In part Mr. Ferris said that farm- Polypus. , Mucous and TollicularDiseases of
Iprimary
election
tho Throat, Foreign Growths in the Larynx,
now hacking down on primary reform
question is the livest ers, farmers’ clubs and newspapers all Laryngitis, Bronchitis, BronchialConsumpand are shouting “stand pat" for the
......
lissue before the peo- over the state have been and are cry- tion. Spitting of Blood, Loss of Voice, Enmachine ticket, but men who have no
[ole of /Michigan in ing for primary refonn, and until re- largedTonsils, InslplentConsumption. Asthma.
...
this campaign year cently. not wanting the administration Diseases of the Heart, General Debility,Disassociations with, and are under no
---- -----and dallying with it to wait and let the Democrats give eases Peculiar to Women, Neuralgia and all
obligations to the chief engineers of
.
....
by politicianswhose
forms of Nervous Diseases,Hip Diseases,
the machine that killed off two primary
interests are served them primary reform, as they had Scrofula, Blood and Skin Diseases, Surgical
reform bills before the hills had time
by a continuation given the Australian ballot. But now Diseases
of all forms, tho Eye, Eur, Face and
lo be born.
of the old system the Journn] -nd the machine only want Internal Organs,Including Deformities, Club
[should not be toler- to give r J,mary refonn in spots. Hr Feet, Cross-Eyes,Tumors, Haro Lips, etc.;
The men who will meet the above
iated.
requirementsare Wm. H. Loutit of
asked “when did the farmers change also Jaundice, Dyspepsia, Diarrheaand all
— Grand Rapids Press.
their minds or send in petitions asking forms of Liver, Stomach and Bowel diseases.
Grand Haven for state senator and Dr.
for this kind of reform?"
John W. VandenBerg of New Holland
Remarkable Cures
MUD THROWING.
He also said that if the kind of re- been neglected or unsklllfully treated. No exfor representativefor the First Ottawa
district.These men ought to be electform
Mr.
Warner
advocates
becomes
a
It is a significant feature of the poperiments or failures.Partiestreated by mall
ed because they are entirelyfree from litical situation in this state that the law real primary reform would be or express, but personal.consultationis preferred.
the taint of machine politics. They machine organs are now accusing postponed a generation.
will he under no obligationsto the At- their opponents of throwing mud at
He said that the machine was afraid
wood machine for taking them on the the machine nominee for governor, and that cities would dominate the rural Remember Date
wheel-barrow and electing them. And it is not surprising that the esteemed districts and get the greater number crowded. A friendlycal! may save you future
as consequence, if they are elected, Grand Rapids Herald should join In of candidates, but asked if the farm- Buffering;it has made life anew to thousands
they will certainlybe in favor of pass- the cry. It is the usual recourse of ers were making any objections on Who have been pronounced beyond hope, Bring
Mmple of your urine, for examination.
ing laws that will help wreck the ma- organs when there Is no other defense that ground. He thought not.
Address all m&ll
^
chine that is now trying to control the of a cause indefensibleIn itself, but
In conclusion he said primary reform
Republican party of this state, re- the Press does not recall any candidate would destroy the machine, make it 'REED CITY
gardless of platforms and principle.
who has been better treated personally easier to do right, and less liable to do
Reed Cm, Michioa*
Is It a safe method to pursue, if you by those who have felt it their duty wrong In voting, make better nominadesire to pass a certain law, to elect to oppose him than has Mr. Warner. tions and tend to bring out the best
men to the legislature who may possi- For itself, the Press can say that it has talent
bly formerly have been elected on a at no time attacked him. It has freely
He also mentioned that he was not
Will be in Holland,
platform favoring such a law, but who acknowledgedMr. Warner'sgood qual- riding on a free railroadpass. He was
are now running on a platform which ities as a man and citizen. It could frequently applauded. A special train
Ignores such law? Is It safe, if you de- not belittle them, and/ would not if it
brought a large number
fire primary reform for state and leg- could. Its fight has not been against from that place and Shepherd.
islative officers, is It the part of wis- him. but against the machine which
MOMDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 1904
dom to vote for candidates who have forced his nominationand, using Mr.
favoring a primary election law that \\ arner as a figurehead, is now en- FERRIS WILL CARRY STRONG REfrom I till 9 p. m.
•hall apply to constablesand dog- gaged in a desperate struggle to retain
PUBLICAN COUNTY.
wardens only? Certainly such is not Its dominationIn Michigan—the same
the course to take, and Judging by the machine that has enacted ripper laws,
record of the last two legislatures it Is corrupted conventions. Inaugurated an Defeat of Vincent’s Machine Will Cauac
unsafe to take any chances whatever era of extravagancein this state and
Great Rejoicing in Southwestern
W. N. FERRIS WILL SPEAK AT
on any machine candidate,even though repeatedly broken the platform pledges
Michigan.
HOLLAND ON SATURDAY EVENhe may claim to favor primary reform, of the Republican party.
In this fight the Press stands just
ING, OCTOBER 22.
AND
"if a majority of the legislature favor
It.” It is unsafe to vote for the man where It stood last May. It regrets *o
St. Joseph, Oct. 25.— Substantiatedby HEAR HIM ON PRIMARY REFORM.
who has conditions and all sorts of see that the esteemed Herald does not. a canvass, It Is now believed beyond a
strings tied to his advocacy of primary —Evening Press.
doubt that Berrien county, the fifth ReOnly Did His Duty as Hs Saw It
reform. There is somethingobstructpublican county of Michigan,with a
ive in all those conditions, some snare,
"I
deem it my duty to add a word of
REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS.
population of 50,000 people, but govor a loophole to crawl out of when the
Jennie Gunsaul to Chas. Roblyer, 60 erned by machine rule, will, for the praise for Chamberlain’s Colic, Cholera,
machine again wishes to strangle pri- acres of section 29, Ganges, $4,000.
first time in a quarter of a century, and Diarrhoea Remedy,” says J. Wiley
mary reform hills as in 1901 and 1903.
Alva H. Tracy to Robert Brown and cast a majority vote this fall for a Park, the well known merchant and
What Is the object ! of primary re- wife, 2 acres of section32, Ganges, $125. Democraticnominee for governor.
post master of Wiley, Ky. "I have been
form? It is to kill the machine and to Philetus Purdy and wife to Henry E. From the present Indicationsit looks selling it for three or four years, and it
have the machine, when it once is killed Mead, 30 acres on section 24, Sauga- like Ferris for governor in Berrien gives complete satisfaction.Several of
to stay killed.Politicalmachines usually tuck,
B
county by a small majority. Said a my customerstell me they would not
buy up and control ordinary convenClara E. Crouch and husband to prominentRepublicanof St. Louis to- be without it for anything.Very often
tions. Primary reform means that all
hag
Frank A. Young, 80 acres on section34, day, who openly declared for Ferris: to my
the people of the stats shall nominate Manlius, $800.
rrhoea,and
"What would the voters do and how cured a sevci- •
the candidates for county offices at
Jacob Orther and wife to Alexander would they act the night of election if J positivelyknow that it will cure the
what is called a primary election. MacKenzee,40 acres of section 30, Man- Berrien county, the home of Alonzo flux ((dysentery(. You are at liberty
Such primary election will displacethe lius, $1,750.
Vincent, the politicalboss of south- to use this testimonialas you please.”
ordinary county and state conventions
Robt. W. Day and wife to Frank A. western Michigan,would cast a ma- Sold by W. C. Walsh, Holland, and Van
and the candidates will then be nom- Young, 40 acres of section 34, Manlius, jority vote for Ferris?” With the Bree & Son, Zeeland.
inated by the people directly (direct $800.
famous Vincent machine snowed unnominations)instead of by a class of
Louis A. Coddington and wife to Al- der, the citizensof St. Joseph would
professional politicians and office-hold- fred B. Taylor, 40 acres on section 22, parade the streets until break of day.
ers which usually controls the old- Clyde, $300. 1
It is conceded that the national Refashion convention. This class of propublicanticketwill receive a majority
fessionals is what is called a political
of 2,000 In Berrien county. Nevertheless,
machine. Such a machine is strongly Good for father. Good for mother. the canvass for governor revealsthe
Good
for
the
whole
family.
Makes
the
^opposedto primary refonn because it
fact that hundreds of Republicans in
is much easier and cheaper to bribe children eat, sleep and grow. Rocky Berrien county will try to remove the
and run a convention composed of a Mountain Tea is a family blessing. 25 machine yoke this fall by supporting
few men than to control the whole peo- cents. Haan Bros.
Ferris on a primary reform platform.
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Good Grades, Low Prices and
Prompt Delivery.

Our Stock

is

Complete.

See Our Shingles
Best ever offered for the money.

Barn Shingles at 90c $1.00, $1.15.

t
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Star A Star, Extra Star A Star and Red Cedar at

DO YOU WANT FREE

lowest prices.

CORRECT

;

Sec our lath before buying.
Our stock
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kinds and grades.

Complete stock of

HEATH & MILLIGAN’S PAINTS
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CO.

Office and Mill, South River and Tenth Streets.
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plants
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Sale begins Tuesday morning prices 49 and 23 cents until
they are gone, delivered if desired to any part of the city.
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Do not

DR. A. B. SPINNEY

from

Hotel

Holland,

fall to get one.

Van Ark Furniture Co.
18 East Eighth Street.

Consultation Free.

COME

$1,200.
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October Clearance

THE BOOK STORE.
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THE TIME TO READ.

will be surprised at the low prices of the books at

THE BOOK STORE
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Fountain Pens
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during this October sale.
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ALLEGAN COUNTY SUPERVISORS. TIMELY NOTICE TO
PRIMARY REFORMERS.
At the session of the board of surer-

DEVRIES

the Dentist

36 East 8th

I

Street.

visors the committee on equalization
presented its report, based on the same
valuation— $18.000,000—us lust year. But If You Want to Accomplish Anything
few changes were made. Clyde was inYou Must Defeat the Machine
creased $5,000, Heath $10,000, Otsego
LegislativeCandidates.
$15,000 and Trowbridge $10,000. GunFrom George W. McBride'saddress
plain was reduced $15,000,Leighton $10,000, Salem $10,000, and Valley $5,000. to the ‘'Brave Boys in Red" on CamThe equalizationtotals are as follows: pau place Saturdaynight:
Valuation
••You don’t want to elect Ferris. He
es equalized can't do anything. He can’t give you
Allegan ........................
$ 2,330,000 primary reform. The legislaturewill
Casco ...............
755,000 be against him— It will never pass any
Cheshire .......................
585,000 primary reform bill for him to sign.
Clyde ..........................
215,00'! He can’t dictate to the legislature.
"Elect Fred M. Warner; he will look
Dorr ......
605,000
Fllmore ........................
875,000 Into the matter carefully and give you
Ganges .........................
710,000 the kind of primary reform he thinks
Gun Plains ..................... 1,435,000 you need.
"If Ferris Is elected he will turn out
Heath .........
185.000
Hopkins .....................890,000 all of your Republican olflceholders.
Laketown ......................
240,000 You don't want to do that, do you?"
"Sure!" was the answer from the
Lee .............................
125,000
Leighton ......... .............. 745,000 crowd that was heard above the roar
Manlius ...........
355,000 of the street cars. Then Mr. McBride’s
voice suddenly grew husky and he gave
Martin ......
'J50-000
Monterey
...................820,000 way to the brilliant, eloquent United
Otsego ......................... 1,650,000 States attorney from the Eastern district of Michigan.— Evening Post.
Overlsel .........................
855, 0W
Salem ..........................
808,000
Saugatuck .....................
^0,000
Tragedy Averted.
Trowbridge ....................%,000 "Just in the nick of time our little
Valley ..........................
ICo.OOD
boy was saved” writes Mrs. W. WatWatson .......
750,000
kins of Pleasant City, Ohio. “PneuWayland .....
610,000
monia had played sad havoc with him

Townships—

Pleased

:

Patients

Everybody ought

..

Proclaim

'

.

DEVRIES THE DENTIST’S
Work and Prices

RIGHT
Go’d

fillings up

from

Silver fillings

.SO
.50

and a

follows: „

Cement fillings,
Teeth extractedwithout pain

terrible

cough set in

besides.

Total ........................$18,«K),000
Doctors treated him, but he grew worse
The finance committee reported the every day. At length we tried Dr.
appointmentof state and county taxes King’s New Discoveryfor Consumpas
.
Townships— State lax toun. lax tion, and our darling was saved. He’s

.25

Allegan ............$

8,089 56

„

.......

now

$ 4,600

sound, and well.” Everybody

ought to know, it's the only cure for
L649 19 ...... UlO
Cheshire ...........1.2<* ....... l.Lo Coughs. Colds and all Lung diseases.
Guaranteedby \V. C. Walsh, druggist.
rjlvde ...............469 63 ...... 430
Dorr ................ 1.4o2 60 ...... 1.330 Price 50c and $1.00. Trial bottles 10c.
Fillmore ...........L'-'U 82 ...... 1,750
Ganges .............
1,4-0 ALLEGAN COUNTY MARRIAGE LIGun Plains ........8,134 56 ...... 2,870
CENSES.
Heath .............. 294 99 ...... 2i0
Ph Incas Ttepp of Ganges and Mary
Hopkln. ............ wa » ...... 'fs» Agnes Rogers of Chicago.
Hendrik Xyland and Mina Ensing,
both of Fillmore.
Leighton ........... ...... >•«
Lewis H. Burlinghamof Kent county
745 45 ...... "10
Manlius
and Clarissa Nason of Allegan.
Martin ........... 2.075 14 ...... 1.900 Jtihn P. Clark of Allegan and Nellie
1,791 17 ...... 1.64"
Monterey ....... .
3.604 19 ...... 3,300 B. Throop of Benton Harbor.
Otsego .......... Colburn P. Clapp of Otsego and Mary
1,867 63 ...... 1,710
Overlsel ........
1.321 54 ...... 1.210 K. Hlgbee of Plainwell.
Salem ........... .
Wm. J. Itoda of Saugatuckand Nellie
1,660 11 ...... 1.520
Saugatuck ..........
1,823 94 ...... 1,670 Mutt of Dougles.
Trowbridge
Cornelius .7. Monningh of Kalamazoo
229 36 ...... 210!
Valley .........
1,638 27 ...... 1.5D0, and Nellie Coney of Allegan.
Watson ......
Arthur L. Robinson and Mary A.
1,332 50 ...... 1,220!
Wayland
Robinson, both of Allegan.

Casco ..............

I,5o0

l

TIME TO
We

are over stocked

and a

acquainted

with this store. We are not hampered
by traditions, nor handicapped by old
fogy notions ncr wedded to old ideas.
There is a freshness to our stock and a
modesty about our prices that distinguish us. Indeed, every one in this

community who

is

posted on merchan-

dise and takes time to

and

compare goods

:

prices will admit that our values

are superior.

We make

our prices low but

we

make sure also that they represent
goods of a strictly reliable quality.
Economical buyers always find attractions here. We make and hold customers by treating them right.

...

t

with

....

>

1

WALL PAPER
for this time of the year

to get

little

1
I

rummage

Totals .......... ....$39,31852
The report was adopted,— Press.

THE REAL TSSUE IN MICHIGAN.
Shall People Govern Theme* h«s or

Not?
The

Michigan are on trial
Did you ever stop 1o think
nbou it? The test is soon to be made.
Ten days more and the ease "ill
be decided. The nation " ill then know
whether the electors of this state desire to remain slaves io machine rule
or whether they will break the fetters
that wUl open a new politkal life to
this

sale will help us us out nicely as our

new

SPRING STOCK

{

More

pecqile of

fall.

.

5bem.

-

.

,

Our store has been picked out by
a

large number

of

people

as the best place to

in this

section

buy

Riots.

Disturbances of strikers are not nearly as grave as an Individual disorder
of the system. Overwork,loss of sleep,
nervous tension will be followed by
utter collapse, unless a reliable remedy
is Immediately employed. There’s
nothing so efficientto cure disordersof
the Liver or Kidneys as Electric Billers. It's a wonderfultonic, and effective nervine and the greatest all
around medicine for run down systems.
It dispels Nervousness.Rheumatism
and Neuralgia and expels Malaria
germs. Only 50c, and satisfaction
guaranteed by W. C. Walsh, druggist

Men’s Furnishings and Shoes.

REPRESENTS THE MACHINE.
The question before the bouse is not
whether Senator Alger or Senator Bur- Fred Warner, the Republicancandiis on the
It will pay you to look us over
rows is going to die within the next date for governor, represents the ma'rwo Years; nor whether n Tew state chine In Michigan. His acts, done In
able to do so well by
and get some of the snapy bargains in Wall
jobs ";rre to be given out to Demo- pursuance of the great central will or
crats: :n«»t whether the state military purpose of the machine, will be bold
as
organization Is to have a wnaller ap- bids for autocratic government. They
Paper.
propriation;not whether -a Republican will only add to the many instances
or Democrat is to be at the head oi of intolerablemnehineism perpetrated
in
in
the mate government—but whether upon the state by the nature of that
the people are to govern themselves organization. Machine ism means desthis stock.
In
of Michigan to continue In potism. a rogation of power Into the
office men who have little or no regard bauds of a few Individuals,and abuse
is really
store.
for the rights of the people,'or shall of that power beyond the control of
It. by a decisivevote, say there is need the people.— Monroe Democrat.
72 East 8th Street
Citz. Phone 254
of and shall be reform*/ Tf the electpossible courtesy
ors of Michigan fall to give WoodMACHINE CARES LITTLE.
bridge *N. Ferris a majm-lty this fall
dation
When the state expenses bnYe
it will 'be 'taken as an equivalent to
•public notification Vo the machine bounded from $3,000,000 to $8,000,001) In
-which now rules the state that It may nine years, the taxpayers should have
continue as it has been doing in the learned by this time that what they
past, that 'the corporationsjiml trusts are entitled to docs not concern the
and capitalisticmonopolies that are machine.— Kalamazoo Guzette-New:s.
profiting through special privileges, are
lo remain unchecked, tlTiU that the
Better Than a Plaster.
people of the state are satisfied to have
A piece of flannel dampened with
the bunco game proceed undisturbed. Chamberlain'sPain Balm and bound
39-41 East Eighth Street
on the affected parts, is better than a
piaster
for
a
lame
back
and
for
pains
ENTHUSIASTIC AUDIENCE
in the side or chest. Pain Balm has no
FOR FERRIS AT CLARE euperlok
as a liniment for the relief
Clare. Oct. 24.— W. X. Ferris ad- of deep seated, muscular and rheuflreiwed a large and enthusiasticaudi- matic pains. For sale by W. C. Walsh,
ence In Clare this afternoon, confining Uolfand,and Van Bree & Son, Zeeland.
his remarks entirely to the machine
and direct nominations. He asserted Primary reformers should thank Mr.
in eloquent -phrase that thfc people are McBride for giving away the plans of
Auction Sale.
BIG PUBLIC SALE.*
abused, insulted and tyrannized and the machlr.e and admitting that
On Saturday October 22, 1904, at 1
A big public sale will be held on
that existing conditions are shame M'ssrs. Navin, Atwood and Doherty o’clock p. m. sharp, at the store of
Thursday,Nov. 10, at 9 a. m., at the
and disgrace to our great stj/te.
expert to control the legislature,1 as Wybe Nlenhuls at Crisp, in Olive
Tim Tarsney handled the state tax they did fwp and four years ago. township, of a large lot of men’s and farm of Gerrit Tien, 2 miles south of
commission without gloves, but inci- Democraticcandidates for the legisla- boys’ boots and shoes with some quan- Graafschapon the town line road, of
the following: 2 work horses. 8 milch
dentally paid u glowing tribute to At- ture ought to give Mr. McBride u tity of rubbers, children’smisses and
cows, 2 fresh and 1 soon to come in; 2
torney-General Blair, saying 'that If medal for his services.— G. R. Post.
ladies’ shoes of all kinds, and numbers heifers, 1 calf, 1 sow. 4 pigs of 9 weeks,
all Republicans state officials were ns
with rubbers to match the same. These 40 chickens, 1 self-binder,1 mower, 1
efficient as Blair, then he (Tarsney)
goods are all a perfect fit. Men’s pants corn harvester, 1 grain drill, l horse
would be content to have Republicans DOES IT PAY TO BUY CHEAP?
and overalls, boys’ and men’s hats and rake. 2 large wagons with wide tires,
continue their control of state •govern- A cheap remedy for coughs and colds caps and socks, children’sand misses'
1 two-seatedbuggy, 1 top buggy, 1
ment.
Is ail right, but you want something hats and caps, children's and boys’ un- riding cultivator,2 oilclothhorse covLocal Republicans here admit that that will relieve and cure the more derwear, infants’ hose, ladies black ers,
5 horse blankets,1 lap robe. 3 onethere is a strong sentimentfor Kerris severe and dangerousresults of throat shawls, coffee and tea pots, and many
horse cultivators. 2 hand cultivators.1
here.
and lung troubles. What shall you do? articles too numerous to mention. Be Planet Junior hand drill, spring an-i
Half off on all street hats
sure and come and bring your wife spike tooth drags. 1 shovel plow, 1
Go to a warmer and more regular cli- and children.
plow, 1 large sleigh, 1 Portland cutter,
mate?
Yes,
if
possible:
if
not
possible
WHICH WOULD ®E PREFERRED?
Time will be given till October 1,
for you, then in either case take the 1905, for 3 dollars and up on good np- 1 grindstone. 1 hand cart. 1 fanning
mill, 1 hay rack, 1 beet rack. 4 tons
ONLY remedy that has been intro- proved paper, below 3 dollarscash, the millet,
12 acres corn in shock, 125 bushDemocrat cr Tom 'Navin aa U. 8. duced in all civilizedcountries with usual discount for sums above 3 dol- els oats, 20 bushels rye. 4 sets work
Senator.
successin severe throat and lung trou- lars.
harness, 2 sets buggy harness and all
CHRIS D. SCHILLEMAN,
bles. "Boschee’sGerman Syrup." It
small farm, tools, too many to mention,
HENRY
LUGERS,
not only heals and stimulates the tishousehold goods— cook stove, 2 tables,
Auctioneers.
Senator "Burrow's graveyard argu- sues to destroy the germ disease,but
6 chairs, clock, lamps, milk cans, bedment Is lint FVrrls should not be elect- allays inflammation, causes easy exsteads. cupboard,etc. Come one and
ed becav-e of the pouslblUty of bis pectoration,gives a good night’s rest,
all. Credit till Oct. 1. 1905, on sums
PUBLIC
SALE.
bong able to appoint a Democrat
of $3 and over, with 5 per cent, distMted States senator. For the sake and cures the patient. Try ONE bot- A public sale will take place on count for cash; below $3 cash.
of the argument, let us admit that a tle. Recommendedmany years by all Thursday, Nov. 3, at 9 a. rn., at the
H. LUGERS.
mui-torlal vacnocy will occur during druggists in the world. You can get farm of Charles Chrlspcdl,two miles
C. D. SCHILLEMAN,
the next two years and the governor! this reliable remedy at W, C. Walsh’s. north of Holland, or a mile east of the
Auctioneers.
Pine Creek school, of the following
will fill the same. Which tnan, Kerris, Price 25c and 75c.
Women
who
have
themselves
suffawd
goods:
One
work
horse,
8
years
old;
or Warner, will W apt to appoint the
Fight WiB be Bitter.
PUBLIC SALE.
2 young horses of 2 and 3 years old.
from the evil effectsof constipation better representativeof MW’blganV 11
HOUND FOR SALE.
Those who will persist in dosing and indigestionwill be Interestedin the Mr. Warner Is elected, th- machine
On Wednesday, Nov. 2, at 9 a. m., at
wc'lghing 2.800 pounds; 7 cows fresh
tjxflr ears against the continual reeom- following letter from a father whose will, of course, dictate the appointA (rood Biegle Hound, years old and others to freshen soon, 8 heifers of the farm of Derk Harkema, 2K miles
2 and 3 years old, 50 chickens, 9 acres west of Graafschap, a public sale will
^..-'meadatlon of Dr. King’s New Discov- daughterwas given up to die by two ment and there is a strong probability for sale. Enquire of
corn In shock, 2 tons hay, some straw, be held of horses, cows, hogs, chickThat T«»n Navin would be TL" It Is
ery for Consumption,will have a long physicians:
j. Holmes,
etc. Credit till September, 1905, on ens. mower and other implements, bugthe pule of reason to think ‘hit 244 west 10th
and bitter fight with their troubles,if
dollond.
“My daughterhas suffered from in- beyond
sums
of $3 and over with a discount gies, wagons, cutter and sleigh, harMr.
Ferrts
could
or
would
prostitute
not ended earlier by fatal termination, digestion for the past five years and
of 5 per cent, for cash: below $3, cash. ness. corn, potatoes, etc. Terms ac
TJiis office or disgrace the state to such
-iv
fc Read what T. R. Beall of Beall. Wm., has tried nearly everythingthat she
FOR BALE.
H. LUGERS,
an
i
has to say: “Last fall my wife bad could hear of for such trouble. She was
C. D. Schllleman,
C. D. SCHILLEMAN,
Two full blooded Holstein Fresian
,f
H. Lugers,
every.' symptom of consumption. She confined to her bed when. she began
'• Auctioneers.
cows, descendants of Pet No. 1. importMAJORITY FOR FERRIS.
Auctioneers.
took Dr. King's New Disooreryafter taking Dr. Caldwell'sSyrup Pepsin
ed from Vrlesland, Netherlands.Ineverything else had failed..Improve- and after taking one fifty-centbottle
quire at the old farm of G. S. De Witt
PUBLIC SALE.
CORN FOR SALE.
in Fillmore or No. 8 East 14th street,
ment came at once and four bottles she Is able to walk a mile at a time
Expected That Calhoun Will Give H. Holland, Mich. MRS. J. DE WITT.
On Thursday,Nov. 3, at 10 a. m., at
entirely cured her." Guaranteedby W. and during the day yesterday walked
I have six acres of corn in shocki
Oct. 21 tf.
the farm of Aalt Jager, % mile south for sale. Inquire at the old Sawyei
C. MTalsh, Druggist. Price 50c and 31-2 miles. I feel like praising Dr.
of the Reformed church at Hardewyk place, later known as the Frank D«
$1,00. Trial bottles, 10c.
Marshall,
Mich.,
Oct.
24—
There
has
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin because two
(Lake Shore), a public sale will be held Neff farm, Fillmore township.
House For Hale,
doctors told me my daughter could not not been such a quiet presidential
of horses, cows, hogs, chickens, wagW. M. Genuine.
. ^ne nine room and basement brick
get well, and I feel that she is on a campaign In Calhoun county in the
ons, buggies, sleigh, mower, and other
memory of the oldest Inhabitant. The nouse, on good residencest reet, for sale. Implements,harness, corn, cornstalks,
Sour Stomach.
fair road to permanent relief. RespectDemocrats have not held a meeting in Cement walks and everything first-class household furniture,dogs, etc. Terms
Working Overtime.
When the quality of food taken is too
J. H. M. CROCKER.
this city and probably will not hold For particularsapply at this office.
Eight hour laws are Ignored by those
as usual.
large or the quality too rich, sour
Nixon, Tenn., Aug. I, UM.
The Republicanscalled one for
tireless little workers— Dr. King’s New
C. D. Schllleman,
stomach is likely to follow,and espec- D. Cadwell’s Syrup Pepsin Is sold in one.
the purpose of organizing a RepubliLife Pills. Millionsare always at
H. Lugers,
ially so If the digestionhas been weakReal
Estate
Transfer*.
fifty-centand $1.00 bottles, under a can club, but there was a small turnwork, night and day, curing IndigesAuctioneers.
ened by constipation. Eat slowly and
out and the club has not been heard
Eighty acres of good farm land for
tion, Biliousness, Constipation, Sick
not too freely of easily digested food. positive guarantee, by W. C. Walsh.
of since. Two years ago Calhoun sale. Good house and barn, good outHeadache and all Stomach, Liver and
Masticate the food thoroughly. Let
county gave Durand a majority of 90,
PUBLIC SALE.
Bowel troubles. Easy, pleasant, safe,
buildings, good well, good apple orfive hours elapse between meals, and
MENS’ SHOES.
and It Is probable that Ferris will get
sure. Only 25c at W. C. Walsh’s drag
when you feel a fullness and weight in
On
Thursday,
Nov.
3,
at
10
a.
m.,
at
chard.
Located
2%
miles
from
the
Ralston Health and Douglas shoes, double that, many Republicanshavthe farm of Riekua Wlggers, % mile store.
the region of the stomach after eating, best on earth, at Lokker- Rutgers Co.
ing announcedtheir intentionof voting south city limits on the East Saugatuck road and half a mile east Must east of Drenthe postofflee. a public sale
for him.
take Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
FOR LADIES.
will be held of farm stock. Implements,
sell
on account of poor health. Can be
Atlas Wanted,
Tablets and the sour stomach may be
We carry a nice up-to-date Una of
etc., etc. Terms as usual.
Solid Gold Rings from 50c upt at bad at a bargain if taken eooc. EnDorothy Dodd and other makes of
Jan Rldderlng,
avoided. For sale by W. C. Walsh, An Ottawa county atlas wanter. Enquire at this office.
shoes. LOKKER- RUTGERS CXX
Stevenaon's
Jtwelry Stora.
Auctioneer.
Holland and Van Bret ft Son, Zeeland. quire at this office.
,

Never in our history have we

way.

been

I

our patrons

now.

We had

SLAGH & BRINK

the

you

mind

buying

r

Our store

Every

your
and accommo-

extended-

BIG- S-A-LB

The

BIG

HOLLAND,

-

on

--

LokMutgers

STREET HATS.
$1.25 and 1.00 hats

at

$1.75 and 1.50 hats

at

.75

$2.25 and 2.00 hats

at

1.00

$ .50

above $2.25.

This is for Friday and Saturday

OCTOBER

28 &

29

STEKETEE & VAN SPYKER

St.

extent.

fully.

usual.

•

*

Go.

MICH.

Central ^LHL0H8.
W.

GILLESPIE,

P. M.

Dame Fashion's Decrees Con-

OSNTIST.

cerning Colors.

MeaMfigMiSi, NaRand,Midi.

nMT-CLKM

DENTISTRY

puff wl sleeves of the bodies are of tbs
spotted ring silk. The sleevesare banded with velvet,and about the upper
part of the waist are fitted emplecements of the same material between
'insertions of luce. The high folded
girdle is also of the velvet Three graduated tabs of lace ornament each side
of the bloused front

«ow:
'

8:10 to

It

Rtoaioio

a.: l:»io5:»r.a.
Appointaent

Ottawa

Mllltarr Toackca on Main Coata.
Evealag Frock* Arm Realalaeoat
of tho Dora of Mario Aatolaotto.
Largo Hats Aro to the Fore.

PboMN.

The

Bank

First State

most in vogue durcoming winter nre whut might

colors to be

ing the
be called indefinite tints, although the
new colors are a littlemore pronouncWith Saving's Department.
ed In tone thru the pastel shades. The
$50,000.00. fact Is that strong definite colors wear
themselvesout too quickly by their
G. J. Diekex A,
0. W. ..Iokma Insistence, whereas these softer shades
President.
Cash it. .
compensateIn virtue by trying the eye

-

CAPfAL

The smart woman always contrives
to look her best on a rainy day, sad
the nattinessof her toilet is a pleasure
to behold and a comfort at the same
time to the wearer.
A mackintosh Is no longer a thing of
ugliness, and any woman who will part
with a few dollars haa a chance of
looking as smart on a rainy day as on
the day when the weather smiles.
The military influencehas crept into
the trimming of the rain coat, and tbia
strictlywaterproofcloth garment Is
now adorned with epaulets braided la
military fashion and trimmed with gilt

Which we

AND STARS

will sell to

you at

a very low price. Our prices

are also low on Extra

.(y

STAR A. STARS.
IP

Come and see them
and you will
surely

less.

For the woman who Is obliged to
study economy and has to make one
frock do the duty of several a dress
of Inconspicuous indefinite color Is a
I am prepared to move houses aud boon.
Black, brown and champagne colorother buildings, safes, Ac. , prompted silk petticoats are to he very fashly and it reasonablerates.
ionable this year. With the autumn
tailored suits the browu and chamI am not working for others, but

you saw our Fine

BUY.

No.

House Moving.

^Jy

work.

JOHN LOOMAN,
Citz. phone

G24.

1,

Green Peeled

Cedar Posts

do the work myself, and guarantee
all

^

Have One Million

DIA.,A’S

RAINY DAY COSTUMES.

a.

bjr

We

SLEEVE STYLES ARE VARIED.

AND MtiOtt RIGHT.

/

'

You would be

convinced that they

are the best to be had at any price, but
our price

is

low, they are an extra fine lot

posts. We have them

in all thicknesses.

KLEYN LUMBER CO.

177 west 15th St.

East Sixth

St.,

Opposite Water

Tower

HOLLISTER'S

Rocky Mountain Tea Nuggstc
A Buy Medicinefor Buy People.
Bring! Golden Health and Renewed Vigor.
A swcifle for Constipation,
Indigestion. I.iv
and Kidney Troubles.Pimples.Eczemn, unpm
IBlo vl. Had Breath. Sluggish Bowels, Ilea'lncli
wed Backache.It's Rocky Mountain Ten in ••
let form, 85 cents n box. Genuinn made L.
Hou.ister Drcq Company, Madison. Wis.

1

I.nnsdowneHouse?, and linfl a long iii-| born tn tl.if, city Teb. 'VS, ISSS, am
terview with I.onl Lansdowne, after, commencedlife as a printer.
which the foreign minister drove to
He had been a vigorous man, but o;
Downing street and conferredwith' Into be bad been subjected to au uu
Premier Balfour and others, and for usual amount of trouble,financial, ik>
the rest of the day was occupied with liticaland otherwise, his financial trou
n mass of matters pertaining to the af- ble involving the savings of his life
fair.
He worried much over the Investign

i

i

GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR SALLOW PEOPLC

Pere Marquette
SEPTEMBER 2 S

1901.

Far CUtmgo un<t West—
•12 .lan.m. 7:55am. 5

Diplomatic Procedure, How-

A THEATER WAIST.

pm.

owr

tion of his postoflice, although his

ALL PARTIES OF ONE MIND

Trains leave Holland as follows:

probity was not impugned. The roren
arrest of his son, Richard Van Cot?
Cabluet MiuUtcm Speak Very Plainly—
charged with colonizing,was a severe
Czar ProinUea Reparation.
blow to the postmaster, who expressed
W bile Great Britain Is stirred to its his firm belief in his son's innocence.
depths there has not been the slightest

pogne skirts nre quite a feature. The
ever, Requires Time to
champagne jietticoat Is fashioned with
A STUNNING RAGLAN.
•5 15 a. m.
Get in Motion.
two wide pinked out frills headed by buttons, and in some instances the
12:41 P-m <15 p in 3 25 p.m.
rows of graduated brown velvet rib- coat is fastened with frogs made of a
For ."aRliiMw.tnd lietroii —
evidence of a repetitionof the rowdyBACKED BY HIS COMPANY
*5 15 a. m. < 12 p. m.
bon.
wash braid.
For Muskegon—
ism of Monday night, which is conThe woman who is going to Invest Leather plays a part on the new
5 35 a. m.
HICHOLAS WIRES KING EDWARD demned on all sides. Count I enken- Militia Organization MIN the Govi-rnoi
In two tailor made costumes this fall mackintoshand Is to he seen sporting
4:20 i> m
25 a m.
and Court Martial a Slap In tho
should select one of the gowns in blue Itself as collar, cuffs and belt on some
dorff himself referred to the Incldeur
For AIIi-kmii- 8 ua.m. 5 35 pm
Face, a* It Were,
Frvi :ht learw East V nt about 0: 0*. x.
or green cloth and the other in white. of the must stunning wraps.
Meantime the British Admiral!/ of Monday night as trivial, and did
Pastel
blue
liberty silk fashions the
not
appear
to
consider
it
worth
notice.
Evening
frocks
are
reminiscent
of
Savannah,
Ga., Oct. 20.— Ex-Captain
•Daily. ~
Issues a Precautionary
dainty theater blouse herewith pic- the days of Marie Antoinette,aud tulle
H. F. MOEI.LER,
Act
Popular appreciation of the situation, Robert M. Hitch, who has been dis,
Dctioit, Mich tured. It is oddly made with the waist
Order.
however, was evidenced when King missed from the militarysendee of the
Is the fabric most liked for a young
J.C. HOLCOMH. Ag-nt. Holland.
gathered around an empiecement of girl’s hall gowu. The bodices are
Edward appeared in public. He was state by order of the governor upon the
the silk adorned nt Intervals with pointed,and there Is a decided change
greeted with more than usual enthusigroups of small gold buttons.These in the cut of the decolletage. The British Parties Drop Partisanship Tor asm, on account of the decided tone of recommendation of the court martial
that tried him for failureto prevent
buttons also trim the center plait round neck is out, aud in its place
the Time and Are All of One
his telegram to the mayor of Hull on
the mob at Statesboro from securing
which stops a little above the bust comes the V or square shape.
Monday.
Mind About ItajestvensTaka !h* gtaalas, ariglaal
and
lynchingthe prisoners Cato and
line. The puffed sleeves terminate In
The speeches of members of the cabA new pair of- sleeves will bring an
ky’s Awful Blunder.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN TEA raffles of lace.
Reed, has been elected an honorary
inet
aud
of
the
house
of
commons
in
old
gown
into
line
with
the
newest
M«k wrfy by Mallna Madl*
due Ca., Madlsoa,WU. It
different parts of the country voice the member of the Oglethorpe ight InfantIdeas just now. The mousquetalre
keeps yoa well. Oar trade
MODES
IN
SLEEVES.
sentimentof Great Britain, and the ry. the company that Captain Hitch
sleeve
made
by
shirring
up
the
Inside
'
St
Petersburg,
Oct.
20.
—
An
Immark cot an each package.
commanded.
Sleeves will receive an unusual seam is a novelty that will appeal diI’rice, ii seats. Never sold
perial ukase, dated Oct. 23, appoints spirit in which the utteranceswere
In bulk. Accept no eubstp amount of attention In the winter
It has been the custom of the Oglemet
shows
that
for
the
moment
party
rectly
to
the
home
dressmaker.
••vro late. AA your dragg 1st.
modes and will form the most Impor- Sleeves are even being made of a con- General Kuropatkincommander-in- differences have been laid aside and thorpe to elect all of Its retiringcomchief of the Russian army.
| taut portion of the season’s bodice.
that the country is solidlybehind the missionedofficershonorary members.
trasting materlaL and velvet sleeves
While opening a box, J. C. Mount, of Styles are so varied that It is not nec- In a cloth gown are considered very
government.Lord Selborne, at the
Marched Oat to Safety.
London, Oct. 20.— The Inevitablede- Pilgrims banquet, denounced the DogThree Mile Bay, N. Y., ran a ten penny i essary to have any two sleeves alike, smart.
Chicago,
Oct. 20.— While a fire was
nail through the fishy part of his hand. 1 no matter how many gowns are Indudlays
of
diplomatic
procedure
appear
to
ger bank affair In the most outspoken
The smart new rain coat Illustrated
blazing In the basement of the Sisters
*1 thought at once of all the pain and | ed in the wardrobe. Very few plain
retard
a
complete
and
satisfactory
setterras
yet
heard
from
a
member
of
the
is In tweed of n pretty pale gray piped
soreness this would cause me," he says, j sleeves are seen, even the bishop’s
of Mercy convent at 2834 Wabash avwith green suede. A feature of the tlement of the acute differences be- cabinet; as an "inexcusable outrage"
Ininas pTinen«imy0na<PPlled Ch*mbe^ j models being tucked at the top to form coat is the adjustable double cape, tween Great Britain aud Russia aris- and “a terribleblunder which would enue more than 200 girls marched out
of the building In the manner in which
:
»">"»» «'* nrm -ear which, when removed, reveals a per- ing from the deplorable North sea af- be impossible In either the British or
all pain and soreness and the Injured
!
tbeMcuff
^
Increase
the
apparent
size
fectly modeled raglon sleeve.
the American navy." Colonial Secre- they had been repeatedly exercised In
injured
fair. King Edward has received from
parts were soon healed." For sale by at that point.
tary Lyttelton, too, in another place their "fire drills.” Several of the young
Emperor Nicholas himself a cablegram
W. C. Walsh, Holland, and Van Bree Sleeves made In two or three secspoke in plain terms, saying that it women collapsed after they had
SHAPES IN HATS.
expressingthe deepest regret and a
4k Son, Zeeland.
tions are not uncommon. They have
was
impossible to view the affair as reached the open air, but there was no
Large hats nre certainlyto the fore
fitted caps, from which depend deep
practical acknowledgment that Great other than the result of murderous in- panic.
for all occasions. They are worn
tentiou or wicked negligence.
SUMMERLIN, THE OPTICIAN. flounces or ruffles of material. These very much upliftedat the sldes-after
Ineldontla West Virgin!*.
flare out widely over au undersleeve
J.
In his speech at the Pilgrims’ banthe fashion of the Gainsboroughaud
Huntington, W. Va., Oct 26.— James
will be
be’ af lH^n ^ro P,t *dr gg Csto re! ^
,ace or ‘^^ng!
Reynolds hats— and low over the forequet Lord Selborne. after the denuncia- Underwood shot and killed William
21 nd 22. --------- I
* will
„m make
IIIUKe tfree- Some of the new sleeves have
Holland.
head.
oxam.nations and te<=ts of the eyes.
tion noted above, said that in a simi- Baden at Thacker, Mingo county, south
flounces gathered Into a band that
Among the new fall shapes are to
J. F, SUMERLIX, Optician.
lar case the British or United States of here. The latter who is prominent,
reach to a point half way between
be found the cavaliers. There large
navy “would punish the perpetratorof attempted in a joking way to shortelbow and wrist, giving the impression
such a terrible blunder and demand change Underwood,when the latter I FOR SALE.
of a three sectioned sleeve.
A good “Advance " threshing rig, size
security against its recurrence.I no came Incensed and pulling a revolver
Accordion plaited sleeves are a new
more doubt that 1 am standing her© shot Baden through the heart.
wTnd^facker
an^j mode 80,uewliat on tlie order of tho
than that the emperor and Russian
f ple«ngine mounted on a high presJaps Ordered Iloinn to Fight.
people will feel their responsibility
and
sure boiler with all latest improveOgden. Utah, Oct. 26.— M. A. Aklmotake
the
same
action
ns
would
the
ments. Separator run one season and
to, who has charge of the 600 Japan1 ritish or American peoples.”
engine two seasons.Rig in first class
condition. For further information
Rear Admiral Lambton declared ese employed in the beet fields of Utah
write B. J. Albers. Holland R. F. D.,
that he could never believe any naval and Idaho, says he has received or150. 7, or telephone 72-4r, Zeeland.
officer.Russian or otherwise, would do ders from the Japanese consul for all
a dastardly act intentionally. Naval members of the first and second army
Diphtheria relieved in twenty minofficers sometimes make mistakes, but, reserves to return home at once for
utes. Almost miraculous. Dr. Thomas'
said Admiral Lambton, “give them active service.
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Eciec-trlc Oil. At any drug store.

time to apologize and everything will
Cheap Admlanloa to the Fair.
be all right.” Admiral Lumbton’s St. Lous, Oct. 26.— The national
statement, combined with Lord 8elcommission has confirmed the resoluI>c rue's expressions,nre taken as pracCOrXT RENKENDORPF.
tion adopted by the World’s fair manticallyclosing the North sea affair.
Britain’s peremptory note will meet
agement that a ticket of admission,
In the presence of the first lord of the
non-transferrablcand uou-photographwith a reply conceding every demand
admiralty and just from the king he
ic, good from Nov. 1 to Dec. 1, inclufor apology for the act of aggression
urged Ills hearers not to believe that sive, be sold for 85.
against the Britishflag, compensation an outrage, which lie would be one of
for sufferers and punishment of the the first to denounce, was premediLajole Appointed Manager.
officers responsible for what is every- tated.

G. A. Roberts, of Llntner, 111., suffered four years with a wad In his
stomach and could not eat. He lost
•5 pounds. Two bottles of Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin restored his appetite, cured his stomach trouble and today he Is well and hearty and says
he owes his health to Dr. Caldwell's
Syrup Pepsin. For sale
Walsh.

by W.

C.

AN EVENING HAT.

and

picturesque hats have straight
brims and high crowns and are tiited
on the heed at a decided angle. Some
cavalier hats dip down over the face,
and others flare back in a saucy fashion. This shape may be turned up at
one side or both, or not at all, according to the fancy of the wearer.

^•pjIiPjEA‘DlRj&',A'M^»
People

who

take morphine and

opium have them.
Their dreams are only dreams, but
the after effects are

Nerve murder— nothing less.
of

;

the nerves.

will restore the worst wreck ever laid
low by these (fangs, alcohol or abuse,
to perfect mental and bodily health.

They

cure

aS kinds of nerve decay.

We refund your money
6)

eoaU.

12

bosaa f or

Gunatood. Book
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Dng

Mdjby W.

Oo,

if

they fitt.(

I5AX
too.

OlmUnJ,

0

sympathy.

day, have

some ex-

.

C. Walsh, Druggist,Holland

HOUSE FROCK.
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of

the

pearing, and the prettier stvio
popular “angel'' variety. These arc ranging tie veil Either over
slashed from sbouldyr to hem on top
or completelylifted is more becomand fall loosely to each side, display- ing. The long ends of the veil are
ing a closely fitted uudersleeve of net
brought loosely around the throat and
or lace.
tied in a careless bow or pinned to
The attractivefrock illustrated Is of one shoulder.
tan mousseline silk. The long, graceThe charming cavalier hat Illustratful skirt Is elaborately trimmed at the
ed is au evening creationIn soft whit©
bottom with a tan silk spotted with felt adorned with two white ostrich
rings of a darker shade between other feathers, one curling over the brim
bands of brown velvet and cream lace and one encirclingthe crown.
Insertion. The full blouse front and
JUDIC CIIOLLET.

land American League team for lb
season of liiOS, succeeding William i!
Armour. Lajole will also play'secom

and

at

even-1

-

Cleveland, O., Oct. 20.— It Is otllcln
announced that Napoleon Lujoie ha
been appointed malinger of the Clevt
ly

Admiralty Tuke» Frccuntioiu. j Ambassador Hardinge on behalf of ihe base for the team.
These developments, which came late t*,n,?,or a, message for comraunlcallon
Seven llourt Crawling Half « Mile.
In the
allayed to
the British gov-

tent tl,c ‘lcoP resentment in the public' £rn,u1eI“ ^Pressing the emperor’s proIllumes are mostly used, and on
aml tlle admiralty has given evi- 1 lou , lvfn‘t
m'ws of the North
lug bats white feathers are the thir" donce of 1,8 appreciation of the neces- SOil , (:nt’ am1 8,ntl,1« that the cmOn models of q gayer color black •ind 1 8,ty of l,rovingthat it is prepared ac- : I,)cror , 1 aot •''‘d received a report
white
tips are
attractively
position of
, 0;,lcer*
- .....
. .........
..... bumhe'ii
miiKDeii ii t,ve,*v
1Ive,*v lo
t0 suPl>ort
su,)1,ort the
the P°8,Oon
of the.
„ , , t 0,1 tbe subject, but
------^ ounuieu. ----........... I asking the British ambassador
neverThe
fashion of wearing veils drined I peol,1“ of Great Brltain. a»d fulfill the! J,, . g ,ho 1Wt,*h
........
asstirance that
that
over the brims of bats Is fast (Jisan-**l>ettatl01,s of the world, by issuing , „ :S to ronv(‘>' lll,‘ nssurnnce
--

PALMO TABLETS

St. Petersburg, Oct. 25.

—

Foreign
blunder, and the Russian ambassador | Minister Lamsdcrff.upon his return
to the court of St James lias ex- 1 from visitingEmperor Nicholas at
pressed to Foreign Minister Lansdowne Tsarskoe Solo, drove direct to the Brithis sorrow and
j ish embassy, wnere he conveyed to

l4.t* cavalierbat
For trimming the
hat
-

most awful realities.

Opiates take all the vitality out

-

where conceded to have been a gigantic

V.

a

recent years In diplomatic circles here.
The Russian ambassador, who only
reached London shortly before midnlffbt Monday, was nn early caiior at

tlle

1

-----

Cit7'*»
•

-

Wis., Oct. 26.

:

half a mile in seven hours to the near
est house, faintingat thedgorstep iron
Joss of blood and exertion.

...

the foIlo^ng statement: “On receipt::, , reparation would be made to
on Oct 24 of
the
news of the
North
.....
...........
.......
‘ 1
"m
---- sen tragedy preliminaryorders for
CORNELIUS VAN COTT DEAD
mutual support and co-operation were
Issued •*«»
as ••
a Mivuipvav
measure VA
of Jfi
precaution
WUU1JU1I 1from
rum
the admiralty to the channel, MediterYork
Faiisavio......
_ .3
.a
tltM
4 S.
A ...
a
tlm of tlie A I way* l’r« valent
ranean and home fleets."
“Heart Failure."
Day Wat a Very Buy One.
New
York,
Oct. 26.—C<)rnol!us Van
The day was one of the busiest In
...

Chippewa Falls,

Severelyinjured by falling from
moving train R. C. Vamlalsell crawlet

a

Killed by IIN Fat-amour.

Columbus. 0., Oct.

20.

- Theodon

Dancer, a bellboy at Smith's hotel, wai
shot and killed by Ollie Davis, a younj
woman, early this morning in a flai
•“ East Main street. The
leges accident

woman

al

and
n*w 11,16 shown by Du Me
died suddenly yesterday afternoon of at reanJn-fw & large aEflortn»en
Pr,Ce8' Rend their ad
heart failure following a sharp attack vertlaement ®
on page 8 of this Issue
Cott, postmasterof

New York

city,

*

of acute nervous l.nfligestlqn.^Htfcwas

w

. Ro1,6s and drivers’coats at cost

Takaen &

Hills,

‘‘Never.’

STATE Of MICHIGAN.

ry Vaughn, fugitive, badly beaten

%

The Probate Court for

the County

about the head by detectives when he
sought to aid his friends In the bat-

of.

Ottawa:
In the mutter of the enlateof Willem
Zonnebolt, deomwid.
Not lee
hereby jjlven that four
montlH from the 28th day of July, A. Woman Dies After an Assault UpD. 1901, have been allowed for creditors
on Her by the Son of Her
to proa *nt their claims against said de*
Paramour.
ceased to said court for exiinlnatlon
and adju-tmeot. and that all oredltors
of salu deonHBed are required to pro*
g-*nt their claim*, to sain court, at the
ASSAILANT IS LODGED IN JAIL
pfobate office, in the city of Grand
Haven, in auld county, on or before the
28th day of Nov^nUe *, A. D. 1904, and
that said claims will be heard by said Another Alurder Traced to the Same
court on Monday, the 28th day of NoScandal Fatal Battle Between
vember, A. D. 1904, at ten o’clock In
Ollleeis and Thugs.
the forenoon.
Dated July 28th, A. D. 1904.

U

THE LAST OF

|

tle.

The

«£S£l

fight occurred in the front room

NINA’S LOVERS

of n house on Pine street and the men
Episcopal Pastoral Letter Strikes
By IZOLA I*.
whom the 'detectivessought to arrest
a Hard Blow at the Evil
are suspected of being implicated In a
of Divorce.
train robbery at Centralla, 111., a few
OU vo^'i find her that way.’
weeks ago. A few minutes before tbe
Sheldon uuypeu short, on me
fight occurredVaughn left the house
and started to walk down Pine street. SUGGESTS A BEAM IN OUR EYE Patu to the cottage, and looaed back.
There was an old, half-sunken pier at
The detectives closed in on him, and
Dexter'sLanding. One side sloped
nfter he had gone some distance from

FORRESTER

_

“Cross your heart, hope to die, if
tell you’ll lose your eye,”
chanted Sally.
"Which eye?”

you ever

“You’re laughing now. I don’t care.
lovely boy. And he said:
'Sally, let’s run away, and never
come back any more.’ And I said:

He was a

‘No; I am sorry to hurt your feelings, but I never will forget you or
the honor you have done me as long
as I live.’ That’s what Nina always
says. And then I let him kiss me;
and he wanted a lock of my hair, so
tbe house lie was arrested.Accom- Which We Should Rcnove Before almost to the water, but the other ! i clu 0ff a piece of Nina’s long curl
was high and safe on its picturesque that she tacks on the back of her head
panied by their prisoner the detectives
Jumping on the Orientals— Lapiling, stained green by the lapping when there’s a hop. It wasn’t just
returned and entered the house.
bor and Negro Problems.
river.
tha color of ray hair, hut he didn’t
Hardly had the detectives entered
A figure in pink was perched at the know, and that’s what Nina does when
th room In which Rose and Blair were
far end of the pier. Nina never wore they all beg locks of her hair. Why,
seated when they were met with- a volEDWARD P. KIRBY,
Boston. Oct. 20.— The triennialgenPeoria, III., Oct. 22.— Richard Hig- ley of revolver shots. Shea sank to the
pink. She said it was ordinary. she wouldn’t have any hair left at all.
Judge of Probate.
gins, a prominentyoung man of this floor on the first shot and Dwyer fol- eral convention of the Episcopal church Nina’s gowns were all in pastel tints. you know. And then I let him kiss
which has been in session here since Also, the figure wore a large sunbonMORTGAGE SALE NOTICE.
city and the son of a member of the lowed almost Instantly. By that time
me a few times more, just to let him
Whereas default has been made in county board of supervisors.Is at the the detectives had drawn their re- Oct. 5, ended with n public sendee in net. Nina said that sunbonnetswere know I was really and truly sorry, and
the conditions of a mortgage given by
county Jail charged with a sensational volvers and there was a deafening ex- Trinity church. From the pulpit Bish- ordinary, too, and topped her own he went away. You’ve got a bite!”
Willis P. King and Katie E. King, his
change of shots for several seconds. op Henry C. Potter, of New York, pretty blonde curls with an airy creSheldon did not notice the bobbing
wife, of the Township of Holland, Ot- murder, and bis sister,Miss Jennie
cork. He was staring at a white sail
tawa County, Michigan, to Jan H. Higgins, is under police surveillance During the exciteraeht Vaughn at- read a pastoralletter addressed to the ation in chiffon and tea roses.
Therefore, taking these points into that dipped blithely to the breeze at
Boone, of the Village of Zeeland, Ot- as an accessory before and after the tempted to escape from his captors church at large.
consideration, Sheldon waved his cap the north end of the Island.
and assist Rose and Blair. Boyle and
tawa County, Michigan, on thedstday
It
Tlioro
a
(team
In
Out
Eye?
fact, but has not been placed under
of -October,
D. 1900, which said
James, however, clubbed their reIn comrade fashion at the figure, and
“Isn’t that Creston’s yacht?”
After pointing out the necessity of
mortgage is recorded in the officeof the arrest. The young people are charged volvers and beat their prisoner over
started for thq pier.
“The White Ladye? Yes. that s
registerof deeds of Ottawa County on with being responsible for the death the head until lie was unconscious, supporting missions in Japan, China,
"Don’t whistle rag-time,” said Sally, his.” She looked at it attentively
the 4th day of October, t980, in liber of Mrs. Nellie Thomasson, of Lacon, and then they wont to the aid of Shea, and other Oriental districts, the pas- severely, when he was beside her. "It
and sighed. “It’s just as well you
$3 of mortgages on page 399, which who died Thursday evening and who.
Dwyer and McCluskcy.the latter hnv- toral letter says: “It is a question fidgets the fish."
didn’t hunt Nina, because she’s out
said mortgage contains a power of sale
“I don’t see any fish,” he returned, there. Creston’s splendid. He’s got
authorizing the foreclosurethereof on It Is alleged,was the paramour of the | ing hi the meantime sunk to the fioor which we in this republic may wisesenior Higgins, father of the accused with a critical wound in the stomach. ly consider whether with greater free- mildly,
money, too; but that isn’t it. I know
default of the payment thereof
C. C. Blair, who seemed to be in a dom we have always won a greater
And whereas, there is now due and young people.
“There are lots and lots. If you Nina’s in love with him, and it will
unpaid on said mortgage the sum of
dying condition, made a post-mortem purity or righteousness. At the basis keep looking steadily at the water, nil be fixed when they come back.
Letter CNine at the Wrong Time.
ve hundred and eighty one ami six
Mrs. Thomasson formerlylived in statement to Judge Hiram Moore, who of our social order is the family; and you can see them. I Just saw a great I’ll never let anybody propose to me
ty-one one-hundredths ($081:61 ) dolthis city, where her husband still re- had boon called to the City hospital while we are fond of girding at our big perch come along, and he on a yacht. Just get nicely started
lars,
by the police. Blair said: ‘i am dy- Oriental brethren for their polygamic chewed my baitrightoff, and sailed away and have the sail flap at you, or
And whereas, no suit or action ut law sides. The couple separated and it is
ing. hut I have littleto say. I have a constitutionof that institutionit is with It. Fish are the meanest, smart- something.And no one can handle
or in equity has been commenced to nlieged Higgins was responsiblefor the
hut 1 will not tell where she worth while to ask ourselves the ques- est things you ever saw. Want to a yacht when there's proposing,can
collect said indebtedness «r any part separation.Mrs. Thomasson went to
Lacon to live with her mother, hut ; *''• * *,M<) B*x bullets in my gun. I tion, whether the laws of this land fish?”
they? Isn’t she going a little topply
thereof
Therefore notice is hereby given that came to Peoria frequently to see Hlg* might have had more and that are not in dnngerof bringing in, though
“Not to-day\ thanks, Sally.”
now?”
by virtue of said power of sale in said gins. Last Friday the son and daugh- I might have killed more of those fel- by quite another road, a worse evil.
“Oh, I forgot. You want to find
Sheldon said something beneath his
mortgage contained, and in pursuance ter Intercepted n letter from the wo- lows. I did all the shooting on our The facility with which the marriage Nina. If you go down past the boat- breath, and turned hack to the conof the statute in such case made and
man, In which she said she was com- side. Rose did not have any gun.” relation may lie taken on and put off is house, up the board walk to the ho- templation of the cork.
provided, said mortgage will be foreThree of the men have long police rec- one of the menaces of our American tel, then over to the beach—”
“But Nina won’t mind this time. I
closed by sale of the mortgaged ing to this city the next day to meet ords.
“It’s too warm to travel,” said Shel- guess you don’t mind anything when
civilization, to the possible perils of
premises therein described, at public Higgins. Their father was out of the
which Christianpeople are, ns yet, very don. “I’ll fish. Lend me your pole." you’re really in love. He's going
auction to the highest bidder, on Mon- city and the young people went to meet
FAILED TO DO THEIR DUTY
Sally watched him thoughtfully as south to-morrow, if she doesn't say
day, the 28th day of November, -at her instead. They received her at the
Imperfectly roused.”
three o’clock in the afternoon,at the boat landing and induced her to go
he rebalted the hook and cast out yes. He told me so, and I told Nina
PvBlahinont of the Militia OlHoem Who
RoniiirkH oa the Labor tjueatlon.
north front door of the Ottawa County with them to the Rock Island station
with a broad sweep.
last night.”
Permitteda Lynching Atrocity
The letter also takes up what it
Court House in the City of Grand at the noon hour. None of the em“Fishing’s awfully soothing, when
“They have veered around, and are
at
Statciibore,Oa.
terms “Those two great problems
Haven, that being the place of holding
ployes was there, and there are no
you’re worried," she said, after
heading for the pier.”
the Circuit Court of said County, to
Atlanta, Gn.. Oct. 22. — By the which today supremely confront the
witnesses to what look place.
time. “You have to keep still, any“Maybe the bay is rough. You’ll
satisfy the amount due on said
verdict of the Statesboro court martini, republic’’— the labor question and the
way, and the water makes you so never catch a single fish if you hob
Died
‘Without
Making
a
Statement.
mortgage, together with an attorney
which has been signed by Governor race Issue. Of the first the pastoral
sleepy and rested when you hear it like that. Maybe I ought not to have
That the woman was terribly beaten
fee of twenty-five dollars {$25.00] pn*
Terrell, Captain Rolwrt M. Hitch, who declares that “whatever labor organ!
lapping against the pier.”
vided for in said mortgage, and the by tbe young people became evident
told you, hut you’re the only one of
costs of foreclosureand sale.
“I’m not worried, Sally.”
when the employes at the station re- was in command of the troops when zatio” have accomplishedthey have
the whole lot that I like, and when
Said mortgaged premises to be sold turned and found her Ivimr senseless negroes Reed and Cato were 1 !“a 11 ‘T mov(!(* al(,1>g lines which are
“Yes you are. Of course you don’t I told Nina you were in love with
turnon
ana
round
h-r
mg
dismissed
the
SIorJ' of our democratic institu
at said foreclosure sale are situated in and bleeding in the waiting room, j nmiuu at tne stake, was dismissed
r,
notice it, but everybodyelse does her— that was after you gave me the
1
iiw, Artiuri., o+o+a lions «u'vt-‘vei'
^ oi or otueru ise we
the Township of Holland, Ottawa
UUJerwisewe mny And I’m awfully sorry for you— flshpole, so I knew— and that I wished
There was every evidence of a strug- from the service of the Georgia state classify
County, Michigan, and are descMoed in
human society that classiflcaabout Nina, you know. The white she’d marry you, she said you
said mortgage
All that cei gle and the door was covered with
LieutenantL. A. Moll, who was in tion is universal which divides it into sunbonnet nodded at him sympa- were taller than Creston, and a dear
tain piece or parcel of land desc-ribed blood. Mrs.Tliomnssonwould say noththose who believe in the spirit of caste
as follows: The north half of the ing about the affair at the time ex- commnmi at the camp while Captain and those who do not.” After saying thetically.“You really haven’t, the boy. And one day I found her cryghost of a chance. You know Harry ing, and asked her if she was in love,
northeastquarter of the southeast copt that she bad been set upon and Hitch was at the court house, was
that the United States stands for opquarter of section sixteen (16) in town beaten, and asked to be placed on the suspendedfor a year, and will he pubBarton and Wallace Stevens and old and she threw a pillow at m?. And
ship five (5) north of range fifteen, (15 train for her homo. This was done. licly reprimanded. Lieutenant Griner, positionto caste, the letter asks: Mr. I>an? They all had it. too. then I asked if it was you. and she
"Shull
we
resent
it if, at last the workwest, containing twenty acres of land
and although several attempts were who was in command of the reserves, ing man inis caught something of the Wallace hrd it worse. He wanted to threw two pillows. But when I said
be the same mo.-e or less.
made to obtain a statement from her will he public reprimanded. Lieuten- same spirit,and seeks to apply it to jump off the lighthouse pier until I Creston, she just kept still, and cried’,
Dated September I, 1904.
told him that Harry and Mr. Dean so I knew. They are coming this
she died without giving one. She had ants Cone and Morrison were acquitJAN H. BOONE.
ted of the charges lodged against them. the constitution of that great industrial had chosen the same place, and he
i been terribly beaten and. apparently,
Sept 2
Mortgagee.
way.”
organism which is the most apt image
kicked.
changed his mind. They all tell me
GERRIT W. KOOYERS
“Do you think she’ll take Creston?”
Escaping Prisoner Killed.
of the modern state?”
about It, you know, because I’m her asked Sheldon, without looking up.
Attorney for Mortgagee.
6tat«m<*at Xndt- by Young Biggin*.
Detroit.Mich.. Oct. 25.— Fred C.
Touche*
on
the
Race
Problem.
Business address: Holland, Mich.
sister. I can tell when one’s in love
When put in Jail young Higgins Matthews, « general prisoner at Fort
“Oh, yes. I asked her, and she
wept. “We had boon trying for years Wayne, serving a sen tehee for deser- Touching the race problem the letter, with her before she can. First they laughed and said if she didn’t marry
their
to break up the relationsbetween my fion, was shot and 'killed by Private .after referring to the appointmentof a give me candy and loan
Court for the County of Ottawa.
him she’d accept the last one who
STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Probate fother ami this woman," he said- Frank I. Hilla, while trying to escape. joint ^commission to investigate the *frat’ pins, and say I’m a bully chum. proposed. I wonder who that was.
At a session of said court, held at the
by giving them Then after awhile they say they wish
probate offlee,in the City of Grand Ha- "When we got that letter my sister Guard Hill* was conducting
Wallace did last Sunday night, but
ven. In said county, on the 19th 'day Of and I went down to see if we could , ^ the wood pile for his day’s work '.[the negroes],freedom we haw only they had a sister like me. Then they
Nina would rather try the lighthouse
October. A. D. W04.
given them the power to work mis- want me to tell them all about Nina
Present: Hon. Edward P. Kirby, Judge not make armngementt with her. Wt when he broke n\rqy and ran toward
pier herself than take Wallace.” \
chief:
and
if
lynching
has
come
to
he
of Probate.
met her In the waiting room. I went the fence about the fort grounds. HilShvldon took one last look at the
In the Matter of the Estate of Fnederik
defended as a necessary protection to
Kleft. deceased, William O. Van Eyck up to her and touched her on tbe la ordered him to 'Stop and when he
white yacht bearing down upon them,
families,
then
surely
we
are
face
to
having filed in said court his petition shoulder.‘Mrs. Thomasson, I believe/ failed to do so. shot him In the back.
and suddenly devoted all his attention
praying that a certain Instrument in
with a situation at once desperwriting, purporting to he the Just will :I said. She tamed quickly a»id said: Matthews lived hut twenty minutes.
to the flshpole. There were three imate
and
dishonoring.
We
may
not
igand testament of said deceased,now on ‘Oil. it's you. is it ?’ and drew out her
paled beauties to his string when the
file. in said c«trt be admitted to probate,
Marriee Italian
norc it; we cannot disown it. It is a
and that the administrationof said estate lintpin. I then struck her sharply on
White Ladye slipped gently alongPittsburg. .Pn., Oct. 24.— Miss Edith I part of our social situation, and if the
be granted to himself or to some other tile side of the f.'ice and knocked her
side the pier, and when he caught the
suitable person.
A. Oliver, of Shields, was married to church can have nothing to say about
it Is Ordered. That the 15th day of No- over a chair.” His sisters corroborate#
rope that Creston threw, he was smilit
then
she
simply
disowns
her
duty
Marquis Alfred Dnsmot de Smours of
vember. A. D. 1901, at ten o’clock in the •this.
ing almost cheerfully,and Sally took
forenoon,at said probate office, be and
Naples, Italy, in St. James’ Roman and her Master.”
is hereby appointed for hearing said i»e- NEW DEVELOPMENT OF THE CA«B
heart Nina was cool and sweet in
Catholic church at Sewickley.The
Dujr’a Work Wn* Light.
tition:
white duck barred in blue, and she
It Is Further Ordered. That public noA
marriage
ceremony
was
performed
by
Little business of importance was
tice thereofbe given by publicationof a »I«,d«ror .D««Uv.I.Co„„™to4rtttp
smiled hack at him as he helped her
reetor of g,.
copy of this order, for three successive
transacted at the final businesssesto the pier.
tin: fenitdal mid A.IHult, |
,.„s ,rft„essed bj. „n as_
weeks previousto said day of hearing,in
sions. A resolutionpermitting foreign
the Ottawa County Times, a newspaper
“Coming, Creston?” he asked.
The connection of the late Detective j sembly of( the best society of Sewick- •congregationsnow in communion with
•.printed -and circulated in said crinn«y.
Creston shook his head, and he
EDYVJARD P. KIRBY,
William E. Murphy, who was mur- ley and of Allegheny and Pittsburg. the church to use forms of sendee in
A true
Judge or Piouate.
raised his cap to her. Sally saw that
dered under such sensational circum- The bride was given away by her fath- their own tongue was adopted after a
FANNY DICKINSON.
his face wore the same look that had
Oct. 21-Nov.
Probate Clerk.
sharp conte.-t.This legislation was enstances in litis city last Juno, proved er, Mr. James B. Oliver.
been on Barton’s and the rest when
.acted specificallyfor the benefit of
a startling development of the case
Oleo Law is tip held.
Nina had finishedwith them; but the
.Swedish congregations in Minnesota.
.STATE OF MICHIGAN — The Probate later. It appears that on the night he
Washington,Oct 25.— The oleomarhand that held the white duck skirt
Court for the County of Kent.
was killed that Murphy was shadow- garine law was sustained in a decision
from contact with the wet sides of
In the matter of the estate of
U. S. STEEL CORPORATION
the pier wore a single diamond ring,
•CLARA ROOKS (alias KLAARTJE ing John H. Higgins at the Instance announced by tbe United States suK(.
ROOKS.)
and Sally pondered.
of the members of the family. He preme court in tlie.cuse of AiiRiiat |
.Notice is hereby given that, by virtue
“I am going back to the clubwas
caJled from this duty to investi- Cliff, who was convicted of violating
tiimite*—
Regular
Quarterly
Div•of an order of said court, made on the
••THKEVV A PILLOW AT ME!'
that portion of the law fixing a tax of
house.”
said Creston. “We sail south
gate
a
'burglary
on
Second
street
At
idend
la
Declared.
19th day of September,A. D. 1904, I
10 cents apound on oleomargarine artishall sell, at public auction, cm the 1) o’clock 'that night he was killed.
ever since I can remember, and I fill to-morrow.”
New York, Oct 26. — Directors of
17th day of November, A. D. 19M, At 9
When he had gene. Sally looked
Either that night or the following ficially colored.
them up.”
o’clock in the forenoonat the house
the United States Steel Corporation deanxiously at Nina. She was smiling
one Richard Higgins says that Mrs.
“Fill them up?”
Death of Bishop t^Hnton.
•on the premises, as described below:
clared the regular quarterly dividend
An undividedhalf Interest in that Thomasson called up tbe house by
Sally nodded contentedly. “Tell dreamily at the retreating yacht.
Charleston, S. C., Oct 21.— Bishop
of 1% per cent, on the preferred stock,
certain piece or parcel ctf land situated telephone and said: “Murphy was a
“Nina”— Sally’s tone was low and
them
a lot of fairy tales about how
Isom
C.
Clinton of the African M. E.
In the township of Zeeland, Countv of
good friend of yours. Weill He got Zion church, ia dead nt Lancaster, aged payable Nov. 30. The financialstute- lovely she has always been, and how regretful—“is he really going?”
Ottawa, State *f Michigan,and de“Really and truly. I think he is
scribed as follows, to-wit: Begin- this tonight Kierans [a fellow detec- 74. He bad been over fifty years in meut for the quarter ended Sept. 30 she saved my life three or four times,
ning one hundred and fifty rods (ISO,) ,tive of Morphy] is your friend, too. the mlnistiy, having preadbed when last shows net earnings,after the usual and never told a lie, and won’t use heading for the lighthouse pier this
cast of the northwest comer of sec- iHe will get ids next.” In an additiondeductions for repairs, renewals, maina slave before the civil war. flis jurispowder, or curl her hair on an iron, minute—”
tion thirty-four (£4), In township No.
al statement just given Richard Hig- diction extended wver Tenneaaee, Flor- tenance, fixed charges and interest on or anything. And they keep on likSally reached for the flshpole. which
live (5), xiorth of range fourteen (14)
bonds, of $18,773,1)32, which is below
Sheldon had cast aside, and thrtw out
west, running thence east tHirteen (12) gins says that bis uncle, Douglass Mc- ida and western North Carolina.
ing me until Nina lets them fall over,
rods thence south eighteen(18) rods, Donald, arrived ;nt tbe Rock Island staconservative estimates.
and after that they come and I sym- the line carefully.
thence east twenty (20) rods, thence tion at the Mine time be did. His
Former Tramp Gebt f 164,000.
Comparison with the same quarter pathise with them, and they tell me
“Well, I’m sorry for the last one,
north eighteen (18) rods, thence east
Knoxville,Tenn., Oct 21.— T. E. Le- for three years past follow: 1903,
twenty-two(22) rods, thence south one uncle stood by when the alleged ashow they would like to die. It’s aw- then/' she said.
Sheldon raised a parasol over Nina
hundred and forty-live (14&D rods, •milt took place, and took him by the roy of Terra Route, IncL, formerly a $32,422,954; 1902, $36,054,488; 1901, fully Interesting.Will you take to
tbence west fifty- five (55) rods, thence awn, saying: “Come away, you will poor tramp, baa sold an interest in ^28,663,843. Net earnings for the nine
with proprietaryinterest, and shut off
the
pisr
when
Nina
lets
you
fall
F.norf]ione hundred and forty-five(145)
be arrested;yon catftdo anything with a patent for connectingthe ends of month of this year aggregate $51,709,the view of the yacht as he kissed
over?"
rods, to tbe polat of beginning, exceptBteel rails, or a substitute for the fish- ,'889. In 1903 for same period they
her.
ing the right of way of two rods wide bar.-’
“I’m not in danger of a tumble,
alone the west ride belonging to LamHiggins says that ihls family had ptote, to the New York Central tail- were $94,133,970,and in 1902, $101,“Pity me, Sally,” he said. “I’m the
thank you, Sister Sally.”
bert Brower, his heirs and assigns.
offered Mrs. Thomasson large aumi of mad for $164,000.
323,004.Prospects, however, for future
last one. We were engaged last
Dated this loth day ef September,
“Oh, don’t be morose and grumpy.
money to break tbe liaison, but
business are bright.
night.”
A. D, 1904,
Killed by Boiler Explosion.
It’s a sure sign you’re worried. And
GERRIT J, ROOKS, Administrator, •be bad always refused. He declarea
Sally turned her back tactfully, and
Mtflenry, X. D., Oct. 25.— Henry
it’s nothing to he ashamed of. Nearlaae—loa from tha Macaabeaa.
19 Monroe street, Grand Rapids, Mlt'h. that she .frequentlycalled up the realthe white sunbonnet was mirroredIn
Eblert,
a
farmer,
was
killed
and
John
ly
every
one
falls
in
love
with
Nina.
Sent ember 80,
7w
Grand Island, Neb., Oct. 20. — A
deuce by telephone and taunted them lundsen,an engineer, had both legs
the water.
It’s part of their vacation, Wallace
upon thriir failure to break off tbe brokea t>y the explosion of a threshing meeting of delegates from forty-four
“Do it again. If yon want to,” she
STATE OF MICHIGAN—County of Otto. relations. Already a formidable array engine on the farm of J. H. Hancer, Maccabee lodges of the state Is being says. And she doesn’t mind, only she said, gently. “I won’t peek. Only
wa. as— Probate Court for said County.
held here, the admitted purpose of says shs does wish they’d all propose go away, or you’ll scare the fishes ”
<of counsel has been engaged by the
Notice la hereby gives, that I intend,
near hare.
which It the organization of a juris- by moonlight,as it’s more effective —Woman’s Home Companion.
on the 12th day of December next, at ten frjplly to defend the yonng mm.
and Interesting.”
o'clockIn the forenoon, to mafce applifMoraSo It • Flyer,
diction of Maccabees independentof
a cation to said Probate Court for an order
“Did anyone ever propose to you,
1*0
DETECTIVES
ABE
KlLUgD
the
supreme
tent,
which
has
its
headBoston, 0«t. 25.— The officialfigures
^changing my name from Axel Jobaueon to
Wanner for the Bussiana.
Sally?”
Axel Hoffman according to the provirions
of the cruiser Colorado's triad trip quarters at Port Huron, Mich.
The
winter temperature in Manchuria
of the statute In such case made and Aartfeer May Die a* th* BmoII mt m Bight
“Oh, my, yes. And It was lovely.
show that She made an average speed
provided.
It said to average 40 degrees below zero,
Last
year—
no,
two
years
ago—
I
was
with
Thug*.
Dual Ttey Haag ta KlMouri ?
Dated, September 29, 1904.
of 22.275 knot*. Her highest speed wat
but there is reason to believethat this
St Louis, Get 22. — Two etty 23.33, and tbia eri^e was maintained lot Joplin, Mo., Oct 20.— Ollie Horton, 11, going on 12, and the Seventy-sec- winter will be considerably warmer
ond
regiment
came
down
here
to
aged 22 years, has confessed that he
Vary Jennings, N. Yamhill, Oregan— tectives are dead and another la not 6.6 mllea.
soon as Oyama gets his second wind.
killed J. F. Kennell, aged 60 years, one camp. And there waa a bugler boy.
Could not get along without Rocky expected to live, while one train robCase of Senator Bnrton.
Ha
wm
going
on
15.
He
wasn't
very
year ago, and be was sentenced to
Mountain Tea. Makes women strong ber suspect is at tbe morgue and two
Other Way About
Washington, Oct 25. — The supreme ninty-nine years in the state peniten- pretty, but yon know bow they look
and beautiful. Keeps them welt 19
Ur. Jones— It ia tbe man with tha
others are in tbe City hospital,one eonrt of the United States has granted
•II
dressed
up
cute,
and
he
could
blow
tiary. The murder was a brutal onecents. Haen-Bros.
probably fatally wounded and the oth- ths motion to advance the pending
the bugle so It aald ‘Sally/ And he pull that gate ahead.
and done for robbery.
Mrs. Jonet— Don’t you 'believe it; It
er badly beaten up, as tbe result of a cases against United States Senator
used to write me notes, and hide them
A $2.00 SHOE.
in tree*, and after snpper we’d sit on is the man with the head that gets tha
LMfitVMt's Wldaw G«t* • Aab.
deepen
te battle between five officer# Bnrton, of Kansas, and fixed Not, 28
•For a $2.00 shoe try Lokker- Rutgers
pull.— Philadelphia Record.
Washington, Oct. 26. — President the porch and talk and talk, just the
god three men whom they tried to ar- as the day for the bearing,
Go. iBest in town.
way
Nina does. And the night before
Roosevelt
has
directed
the
appointment
rest Tbe dead are John J, Shea and
DIm la Crowded Elevator.
Wifo Cheaper ia tha Bad.
LOTS FOR SALE.
Thomas Dwyer, detectives,and Ai Chicago, Oct 24.— la bis car, which of Mrs. Jamsa Longstreet to be post- ha went away ha propoaed.”
The
Pranaylvania man who offered $21
“What did he eayr
Two lots on Pine street and one on Rom, suspect The wounded— Janaa was loaded with men and women, mistressat Gainesville,Ga., to succeed
tor
the
return of his wife had doubtleaa
•West Seventeenthstreet for gale at IfrClusky. detective,ebot through the John B. H Inman. 47 year aid, 487 For- Colonel Henry P. Farrow, removed. Bally hesitated, and her eye# were
figured out that U would be cheaper
reasonable prices and on easy terms. atomacb. critical; C. C. Blair, fttgittva,
Mrs.
Longstrset
is tbe widow of Gener- trader. Drat job laugh, aad tall
ty-sixth street an elevator naa at
•eidinc his ahbtatoihalamdzy.
..............
al Jamea Longstreat
oDcc
Art fair ttoai tbiMfh tha body; Ha» Maadri Rcwu dropped dead.
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When you vote for Ferrla for govBU*lnch ate#) «tove pipe*, 10 cent*: Born, to Mr. and Mr*. W. P. Man- ernor remember that to carry out fully
ning
on
Thursday—
a
ron.
whh leather tip*, 10 cent*:
primary reform the leglalatareshould
double mitten*, 10 cent*; fas mantle*, Contractors Bo* ft Bolhuis have the be with him. Therefore vote for W. H.
II cents; candles at wholesale and re* contract for building ft 14,000 realdence Loutit for atate senator and J, W. Vantalithe very best The 6 and 10*cent
den Berg for representative
for Mr*. L. Mulder.
Store, IT East Eighth street, Holland.
On Wednesday there were 15 carloads
of sugar waiting at the dock to be
M. M. Austin of 1 VlndMtatnh Ind.,

tom
KSS

,

CLOAK

taken by boat to Chicago.

LOCALISMS.

knew what to do la tht bour of need.
D. O. Van Oort hae been appointed HI* wife h*d such ah umiaviu case of
assletantlibrarianIn place of John B. stomach and liver trouble, physician*
Steketee, who resignedto accept a
could not help her He thought of and
position at Harrison, 8. D.
tried Dr. King’s New Life Pills and
Charles I. Pierce, deputy secretary she got relief at once and was finally
of state, has filed an officialnotice with cured. Only 21c, at W. C. WalshV
the county clerk giving the popula- Drug Store.
tion of Ottawa county as 42,199.

hunting will be allowed in Wau*
kasoo park .
The line telescope secured nt Hope
college was mounted this week.
B. J. Yeneklasen, the well known
Zeeland brick manufacturer, is 111.
The Holland Crystal Creamery will Quite a number of delegates from
dose its Zeeland skimming station.
here attended the annual Sunday school
conventionof the Reformed church
The Ottawa Furniturecompany
now operating Its plant 12 hours per classes of Holland and Grand RapVIATHB
Ids at Muskegon on Wednesday. Dr.
day.
Joseph Warnock and Y. F. King will G. H. Dubbink gave an address on
»1[
speak Nov. 2 at Ventura on "Social "Analytical Teaching of the Lesson.
LIVE STOCK SHOW.
lam.”
A very pleasant affair on Tuesday
wish to remind you that we are one of the largSpecialexcursion rate to Chicago and
Architect James Price has drawn up evening was the receptiontendered the
plans for two cottages to be built a' students and faculty of the Western return November 27, 28 and 29 and
est dealers in
Theological seminary by Dr. and Mrs. December 1st, good to return up to
"Waukazoo.
and Including December 5ih. Ask
Rev. G. J. Hekhuls of Roseland, III, G. H. Dubbink nt their home on Maple
agents for particulars.
has declined a call to Hamilton, Alle street. Music, refreshmentsand a
general social time were the features,.
Kan county.
Contractor A. Postma is building i
An athletic club has been organA Remarkable Record.
residence for H. Pott on East Seven* ized under the name of the Holland
Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy has a
Amusement
club,
with
rooms
In
the
old
teenth street.
in this city and vicinity.
Cloak Department
remarkable record. It has bet a In use
R«v. P Scheulkc will presch in tbe Harringtonblock. Dr. C. P. Sherman
president.Bert Van Hess secretary, for over thirty years, during which
has well kept abreast of our rapidly growing busiGerm-n ch« ro't next Sunday morning is
and Hartwell Wilcox treasurer. The time many million bottles have been
•t 10:90 oVojIc.
filiation fee is $2 and dues are $1 a sold and used. It has long been the
ness and
are in a position to show you a most
Bendlne, the fast horse owned by Seth month.
standard and main reliance in the
complete and up-to-date line of Ladies’ Cloaks, and Capes, and Misses’ and
Nlbbellnk. has been bought by Fred
Those who have Indian relics or treatment of croup in thousands of
Children’s
Styles this year are tasty and of great variety.
Hamilton of Charlotte.
other curios should bear fii mind that homes, yet during all this time no case
Richard Wyma and Miss Rekn Drnght Hope college Is trying to get up a has ever been reported to the manucome
in
short,
medium,
and long lengths, including the Tourist Coat
were married Thursday last, Rev. £. creditablemuseum and gifts or loans facturers in which It failed to effect a
of
that
kind
will
!»•
greatly
appreciand Tourist Jacket, and Pitted Montenac Jackets, etc. Colors which predoVender Werf officiating.
cure. When given as soon a* the child
ated. Prof. Sohuelkewill sec to the becomes hoarse or even as soon as the
{ •v. A. OoslerhofT of Danforth, 111
minate are Black, Brown and Castor. Materials are plain Kerseys, Cheviots
iirrangement
of
the
museum
on
the
has an eidcd a cull to the Uefonned
croupy cough appears, It will prevent
third door of Van Rualte memorial
church at New Era, this state.
Novelties
and Mannish Effects. Prices
Cloaks this year are extremely
the attack. It is pleasant lu take,
hall.
Mrtro, the jnlnco of magicians, gave
many children lige It. It contains no
, reasonable. Visit our Cloak Department on the second floor.
Fi -d M. Warner spoke in tills city opium or other harmful substance and
nn interestingexhibition of his skill
nt Wlnanfs chapel on 1'rlday eveninR on Tuesday evening. He arrived here may be given ns confidentlyto a baby
The schooner Helen Taylor arrived in the afternoon and was entertained as to an adult. For sale by W. C.
Friday from Manisteewith lath and 1(> tli? local committee untill 7:05 when Walsh, Holland, Van Bree ft Son, Zeeshingles for the Scott-Lugcrs Lumber i Bppoi.'il train took the party to Grand
1 .i) ids where he spoke in company land.
Co.
with Charles M. Fairbanks.Mr. WarJacob Flelnmn, Eugene Fairbanks. ner then returned here at 9:15 and
FARM FOR SALE OR TRADE.
John C. Rush and I Vter Lleven.sewill
$5.00. S5.50, $6.75, S7.00, $7.75, $8.00,
limit deer near Dry berg, Chippewa spoke in the tent.
I have a flue 80 acre farm, splendid
Thieves entered the clothing store of fruit, which I v.-illsell nr trade for city
count:'.
$8.50,
$10
$1-1.00.
The high seas on Lake Michigan the Xotier & Co. a few nights ago and property.Enquire at this office.
$15.00,
16,00,
$17,00,
$18.00,
up
to
$40.00.
carried
off
some
clothing
and
rubber
ju st week did a great deal of damage
along the Maeatawu and Ottawa Reach goods. Entrance was effected by
Revolution Imminent.
br- aking a glass in tbe rear basement
fronts.
A sure sign of approachingrevolt
Think of it! Palms three feet high window. A few nights later the goods
with five leaves at only 49 cents next. were brought back and left near the and serious trouble In your system Is
Tuesday. See adv. of Van Ark Furni- rear of the store. It is supposed that nervousness,sleepliness or stomach
the parties were afraid of being dis- upsets. Electric Bitters will, quickly
31
ture Co.
covsred and decided to return the artidismember the troublesome causes. It
Have you bought your winter cloak? cles.
never fails to tone the stomach, reguDu Mez Bros.* adv. on page 8 will InThis kind of weather will make you late the Kidneys and Bowels, stimulate
terest you If you haven’t.Don’t fail
think of a winter cloak.- John Vonder- the Liver, and clarify the blood. Run
to read It.
President G. J. Kollen left Wednes- sluis.hasa full stock on hand— see his down systems benefit particularlyand
day for New York in the interestsof line before buying, as it will be to your all the usual attending aches vanish
Hope college. He will be gone about advantage.Next Wednesday Air. Van- under Us searching and thorough effecdersluls will sell 1.000 stamped doilies
two weeks.
What we say we do we do do.
for 1c. and stamped tray and center- tiveness. Electric Bitters is only 50c,
The Citizens’ Telephone company pieces for 10c each. Some good things and that is returned If It don’t give
have placed’ telephones In the homes of of the bankrupt stock he bought are perfect satisfaction.Guaranteedby W.
John R. Rouws and Klaus Koster on still left. They are all in his cloak
C. Walsh. Druggist.
the Graafschap line.
room.
Will Welling will spend the fall and
winter hunting and trapping on the
SELECTING DAIRY COWS.
CARD OF THANKS.
Robinson marsh. Signs of fur are plentiful in that locality.
I hereby wish to thank' the neighPointa Which Denote the Prolific
A. Feyen, who has been engaged in bors and friends who so kindly asMilk Producer.
some of the best barber shops at Grand sisted us in the sickness and dehth of
Althoughthe final proof of the value
Rapids, has taken a position In the new our beloved wife and daughter.
Peter Berghuis,
barber shop of Frank Van Etta.
of any cow and her right to bp kept in
Air. and Mrs. Looyengoed.
Cornell PIppel and Miss Mabel Wilthe herd should depend upon her abiliOct. 27, 1904.
liams were married Wednesday eventy, as shown by the scale and fat test,
ing at the home of the bride’smothIt very often hapi>ehs that a dairyman
BOARD OF EDUCATION.
' Breeders of
er, Mrs. Westveer, West Twelfth street.
most rely upon bis own judgment In
Holland, Mich., Oct. 24, 1904.
Two strangers were arrested Sunday The board met In special session. the selection of cows for bla herd. Tbe
by Deputy Game Warden Chris Han- All members present except Trustee
Ths Well-KnownSpecialist
cow whose good records an -known la
acn for shooting ducks from a launch. Kramer.
In’ Justice Devries’ court they paid $10
not usually for sale. Even if tbe buyer
Trustee Geerltngs moved that the
fine and cost* each.
board recommend the vaccination of bad time to moke u short' (teat that
Roy Hoogensteyn,who has become all pupils In the public schools, and would not be sufficient to prove tbe
* skillful engraver by a thorough that the same -be done free of charge, worth of the cow. Usually be has to
course at an engravingschool In Chi- and that notice be sent to parents of
cago. has taken a positionat the jew- all children In school asking permis- depend upon exi>orlence and possiblyIn
elry store of H. W. Hardie.
sion for their child to be vaccinated, some cases careful study.
and that this board pay one dollar per
Thousands of dairymen ban owned
If you have moved from one ward to
hour to each doctor employed, with the and. bandied cow* nearly all their lives
another long enough to give you a resithat the city furnish the
dence there get registered on Satur- understanding
and yot are poor judges of cattle. The
virus.
day. November 5. There will be no
reason for this is that the knowledge
Carried.
general registrationhere this year.
Trustee Mabbs moved that the pres- which they have gained from their exat
Burglars entered the store of Slagh & ident and secretary carry out the res- perience is superficial.They have
olution.
Brink between Saturday night and
made little or no study of the cow exMonday morning and took some purses, Adjourned.
cept lu the aggregate.They never have
G. J. Van Duren, -Secretary.
books, etc. The glass had been reManufacturers* Agents of
moved from a rear basementwindow.
proved or corrected their judgments by
records or tests. The type of a good
Mrs. Minnie Bontekoe, who was
ELECTION NOTICE.
charged with the larceny of a purse
dairy cow Is a vague conception in
Clerks’ Office,
containing $26, had a hearing Friday
their minds, based more upon personal
Holland, Mich., Oct. 20, 1904.
last and was bound over to the circuit
To
the Electors of the City of Holland: opinion than upon evidence or fact
court. M. Beukema and Tim Slagh
You are hereby notified,that the Intelligentand progressive fanners
signed her ball bond.
general election will be held on the
The employes of the Ottawa Furni- Tuesday succeeding the first Monday, and dairymen,however, are becoming
Information on Poultry and Poultry Houses
ture Co. underwent a general vaccin- (the eighth day) in November, A. D. more familiar with the foot that milk
ation on Wednesday, the management 1904, In the several wards of said city, and butter producing qualities of cows
Cheerfully Given. . . . Citz Phone
2
considering it best to prevent the at the places designated by the comare accompanied by a general vigor,
spread of smallpox. The majority of mon council,as follows:
conformation,temperament fineness.
the men did not object.
First Ward— Second story of Engine
The W. C. T. U. will meet tonight at House No. 2. No. 106 E. Eighth Street. bearing and other features that ar«;
the home of Mrs. G. H. Dubbink, 247 Second Ward— No. 145 River Street.
Quite elmtuctertotlu.Dulrynus. vrto ' H0 wlU to ln Hullami at
Maple street. The teachers In the pubThird Ward— No. 250 River Street.
profit most In the keeping of cows falic schools are Invited to attend. The
Fourth Ward-Self building,No. 163 miliarize themselves with these characHotel Hollaod,
subject for discussion will be ‘‘Scien- West Tenth Street.
tific Temperance Instruction."
Fifth Ward— Residence of John A. teristics and understand their relationship to capacity for production.
Kooyers.
John B. Steketee left this week for You are further notified that at said
The general constitutionalvigor of
Harrison, S. D., to take up the work
general election the following officers the cow is of primary importance, and
LOCAL MARKETS.
Quo Day Each Month.
of assistant principal In the academy
are to be elected, viz:
there. Rev. B. D. Dykstra, a graduate
Prices Paid to Farmers.
Governor. Lieutenant Governor, Sec- that of nearly as great importance are Office Hours from 9 a. m. until 6 p m.
ESTABLISHED
of Hope collegeand the Western Theretary of State. State Treasurer, Aud- efficient digestive organs, large and
»
produce.
ologicalseminary, is In charge there.
Batter, per lb .................................
go
itor General, Commissionerof the State well formed milk organs, strong heart
Consultation,Examination
Bgn, perdos ..... ........................gs
If you want a fine plant In your home Land Office, Attorney General, Superin- and good blood circulation, large,
Dried Applse, per 11 .......... .............
and advicr Free.
or store during winter as well as sum- tendent of Public Instruction,Member
Potatoes, tier bu. .........................
Bsani, hand picked,perbn ..................ho
mer get a palm; warranted not to of the State Board of Education, Just- strong lungs and a highly developed
Dr. McDonald has for years made a
Onlona
.....................................
4*
nerve
system.-ITofcssor
C.
L.
Beach
freeze. Special sale of these plants ice of the Supreme Court for the term
study of chronic and lingeringdiseases.
WlnterApplea— good ................
at 49 and 23 cents next Tuesday at ending December thirty-first,1907, Jus- of Connecticut ExperimentStation.
His extensivepractice and superior
GRAIN.
Van Ark Furniturecompany’s. See tice of the Supreme Court for the term
knowledge enable him to cure every
adv.
ending December thirty-first,1909, and
Wheat, per bn ........ ........ oldandnew 1.15
The Milk Veins.
curable disettce. AM chronic diseases Tin ONLY Agricultural NEWSpaper, Oats, perbn ..................beat white -84
The funeral of Mrs. Peter Berghuis, Justiceof the Supreme Court for the
AM) ADMITTEDLY TUX
who died Wednesday evening of last term ending December thirty-first,1911; The milk veins found along I ho stom- of the Brain, Spine, Nerves, Blood,
Kuckwheatp e r B u
.W
’ ‘In
week, took place Saturday afternoon Representativein Congress for the ach of tbe cow should be very tortu- Skin, Heart. Lungs, Liver, Stomach, Leading Agricultural Journal of the World. Corn,
........................... ’m
from the home e-ist of the city, Rev. S. Fifth Congressional District, of which ous, says American Cultivator. They Kidneys, Bladder and Bowels ecientifiVanderWorfofficiating.She was 27 Ottawa county is a part; Fourteen wind about on the belly and pas* into cully and successfullytreated. Dr. Every department written by xpeclalltta, the Clover Seed, per bn ...... ................ jin
Timothy per bu. (to oonanmeis) ..... too
years old and her husband survives Electors of Presidentand VicePreslMcDonald pays special attention to Ca- hliclieatkuthoritlerain tbelr renpectlvelinen.
dent of the United States; Senator for the body through orifices in the rear
BEEF, POUK, ETC.
No other p«p«r pfetendN to compare with it
her.
tarrh. Catarrhal Deafness, Throat and
the Twenty-third SenatorialDistrict
in quBlUlcAtioueof editorial ktalT.
Chickens, dressed,per lb .................^ ,0
Grand Rapids Herald.— Mack J. Mc- of this State, comprising the Counties of tbe fore Hunk. Their duly is to con- Lung DIm'Um s, Chronic Diseases pecuGiven the agriculturalNEWS with a degree Chickens, live, perllb. ........... . .
to 6
vey the venous blood lo the lungs for liar lo women, Nervpus and Physical
Carty and Herbert Ross, fishing at OtTurkeyslive .
of Muskegon and Ottawa; Represenof completeness not even attempted by others.
10
tawa Beach yesterday caught 176 perch tative in the State Legislature for the purification; hence the larger the vein Debility. Rheumatism, Paralysis,
Tallow, per lb
.4
Lanl, per lb.
and 9r, bass, one of the biggest catches First Representative District qf Ottawa and the gtfeatorits. ramificationsthe Neuralgia. Dyspepsia, and all Chronic
INDISPENBKBLE TO
liecf.dreKaed.per
dl
lb .....
ou to &
of tiie season. Many of the ‘’beauties"
County, comprisingthe Townships of better Indicationit is that the circula- and Nervous DUeases of Men. Women
Pork, dressed,per lb .....................
were on display last owning at Ernest
Grand Haven, Holland, Olive, .Spring tion of the blood through the udder is anil Children. No matter what vobr
Mutton, dressed,per lb ........... ..... 710 h
Reed’s
WHO
WISH
TO
ycskperlb................ .............. <jt0 S
Lake, and the Cities of Grand Haven
very
large; '-and naturally the larger disease may be,- THERE IS- STILL
...... . •••••••• s
KEEP UP WITH THE TIMEO. Lamb ••• •••••••••••
Rev. E. G. Saunderson.state Super- and Holland: also the followingCounty
HOPE-THEN
l>0
NOT*
DESPAIR,
the circulationof the; blood the greater
FLOUR
AND
FEED.
Officers:
One
Judge
ofProbate;
one
intend- nt of the Anti Saloon League,
but consult Dr. McDonald and gqt a Single '.Subscriptlooi, $I.50i
Price to consumer!
will speak in the M. E. church Sunday .Sheriff; .one Clerk; one Treasurer; one will .be. thu inili;., production, because 'correct diag^tiiiisbf ynVr disease* And
Hav ...................
]2tol4
' • }. Two Subicrlptioni,
$2.50»
Registerof Deeds; one .Prosecuting
morning and in Hope church Sunday Attorney; two Circuit Court ' Commis- milk, nftor.nll, i^yeally,,#product. ofi fddl assticrtd . tWaMhe Dr1. k'OOWs Jebr
Flour. “Sunlight."fancy patent,per barrel 0 irt
k, u ' . -tj.'jlJ^veSubscriptions,
$5.50.
Flour*
“Daisy
"patent
per
barrol.,.,,*
.....
0 oo
evening. This is preliminarywork sioners; two CoronAr's/yand4ohe Shr% . w~’ ’Vectljiwhnbails you. . r If you^areiinraGround Feed I 30 per bhndred 24Qopei ion
to tbe campaign fot; -local option.
»tol*j ho, wii l;(M)rq.jsm
; •' Tboue . a nfi K
v^yor.. .. -is
''i r.C'D:;! *!'
to, Raiacrs Corn. Meal, -unbolted125 per ImntJrCii, *23 00 per
* AM, wj-itfcjj^' .-bltyto^Corr
Smallpox was.- reported in - the fam- You are* p Iso hereby,, .notified" th#t
r* Coro Meal, oolted 3«0 per barrel.*1'‘
trdsponriencostr^%
ily of John Van Dyke, Sr., north side there- will r>e~subriiiftedto popular vole.•‘at
Middlings,.!20 per hundred22 09 per tor
value of*
of the bay, ‘on Friday last. Several a£'sa!dgeneral election, ns required by*iiigber idea, of
FOliR
MONTHS’
TRIAL
TRIP
60c
Bran 1<» per hundred,‘JO.OJpertou
othefctMUJOShave since' been- reported.’ act 'No. 32 of the Public Acts of 1903, skim milk than is entertained by the Address—
Linseed Meal 11.50 per hundred.
While these cases are of a mild type, the question of calling a convention for farmers of the United States. The BelHides.
DR. DONALD M’DONALO,
people should be warned in time and the purpose of making a general rewill be mailed free on request. It will pay any- Prices paid by theCapponX liertsch Leather Co
gian farmers fix the value of this imThe Specialist,
be vaccinated. Cases of the worst type vision of the Constitution.
yu
body iiuereoted in any way In country life to No. 1 cured hide
You are also hereby further notified portant food at 33 cents per 100
are liable to break out from mild atMind for them. Addresh the publishera:
248
and
250
East
Fulton
St.,
that
there
will
be
submitted
to
popular
“ 1 taiiow .....................••:,",\*4j<2
tacks. Pupils at the schools will be
pounds. But tills value' is due to the
vote at said general election, as required
& SON,
vaccinated free of charge if desired.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
Wool.
fact
that
the
Belgian
farmers
are
by Joint Resolution No. 2 of 1903, the
Xlbanx. N. T Unwashed
Mrs. G. W. Karssen, one of the high- questionof the adoption of a proposed thoroughlywell postejaIn the art of
ly respected old residents here, died amendment to Article Four of the Con- feeding find developing young animals.
Monday morning at her home, East stitution of this State by repealingSecPretty Miss Nellie Hascomb, Omaha:
Seventh street, aged 71 years. She tion Twenty-eight of said article,which This is a good consideration.
ft U } } j $
“I owe my good looks and health to
There’s nothing like doing a thing
had been ill for a long time. Four section limits the time for the IntroHollister's Rocky Mountain Tea. Have
thoroughly. Of all the Salves you ever
Y. DEVRIES
daughters and one son— Airs. George duction of bills in each house of the
Th« SacceMfnl Farmer.
fully regained my health.” Tea or tabheard of, Bucklen’s Arnica Salve is the
JDalman, Mrs. A. Kamferbeck,Mrs. Pet- legislature.
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
The up to date dairyman 'knows lets. 35 cents. Haan Bros.
«?r Sakkers. Miss Mary Karssen and
best It sweeps away and cures Burns,
In Witness Whereof I have hereunto what each cow Undoing In the way of
Special
attention
given
to collections.
John Karssen— survive her. The fun- set my hand the day and year first
Sorw, Bruises,Cuts, Boils, Ulcers,
carml took place Wednesday afternoon above written.
producing milk and butter fat and
Skin Eruptions and Piles. It’s only 25c,
Offlce, Van der Veen liloek.
vod was largely attended. Rev. A.
If you want a stall suit of dothea . Clt. Pbona 160, Cor. River and 8th St.
what It costs to keep and feed her.
WILLIAM O. VAN E*CK.
and guaranteed to give satisfactionby
Vaaden Berg of Overisel officiated.
call
Lokker ft Rutgers Co.
City Clerk.
ti tttttttttt
t
tt 1 1 W. C. Walsh, Druggist
*
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High-Class S. C. Brown Leghorns

COMING

15

Good Cockerels, 75c,

A Few Yearling Hens Left

& $1.50

$1

75c Each.
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